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Abstract
The widespread diffusion of mobile devices, e.g., smartphones and tablets, has made
possible a huge increment in data generation by users. Nowadays, about a billion users
daily interact on online social media, where they share information and discuss about a
wide variety of topics, sometimes including the places they visit. Furthermore, the use
of mobile devices makes available a large amount of data tracked by integrated sensors,
which monitor several users’ activities, again including their position. The content
produced by users are composed of few elements, such as only some words in a social
post, or a simple GPS position, therefore a poor source of information to analyze. On
this basis, a data enrichment process may provide additional knowledge by exploiting
other related sources to extract additional data.
The aim of this dissertation is to analyze the effectiveness of data enrichment for
categorization, in particular on two domains, short texts and user movements. We de-
scribe the concept behind our experimental design where users’ content are represented
as abstract objects in a geometric space, with distances representing relatedness and
similarity values, and contexts representing regions close to the each object where it is
possibile to find other related objects, and therefore suitable as data enrichment source.
Regarding short texts our research involves a novel approach on short text enrichment
and categorization, and an extensive study on the properties of data used as enrich-
ment. We analyze the temporal context and a set of properties which characterize data
from an external source in order to properly select and extract additional knowledge
related to textual content that users produce. We use Twitter as short texts source to
build datasets for all experiments. Regarding user movements we address the problem
of places categorization recognizing important locations that users visit frequently and
intensively. We propose a novel approach on places categorization based on a feature
space which models the users’ movement habits. We analyze both temporal and spa-
tial context to find additional information to use as data enrichment and improve the
importance recognition process. We use an in-house built dataset of GPS logs and the
GeoLife public dataset for our experiments. Experimental evaluations on both our stud-
ies highlight how the enrichment phase has a considerable impact on each process, and
the results demonstrate its effectiveness. In particular, the short texts analysis shows
how news articles are documents particularly suitable to be used as enrichment source,
and their freshness is an important property to consider. User Movements analysis
demonstrates how the context with additional data helps, even with user trajectories
difficult to analyze. Finally, we provide an early stage study on user modeling. We
exploit the data extracted with enrichment on the short texts to build a richer user
profile. The enrichment phase, combined with a network-based approach, improves the
profiling process providing higher scores in similarity computation where expected.
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1
Introduction
In the following we will introduce both the scientific background and the aims of this
thesis. In more detail, in Section 1.1 we will analyze the interplay of mobile devices and
social networks as the generator of a new kind of data, with rather peculiar features
w.r.t. other “more classical” computing environments like, e.g., the standard Web with
desktop clients. Indeed, we will see that such data are often fragmented, ill-formed, short
and, in general, difficult to understand without some preprocessing and treatment. In
Section 1.2 we will consider enrichment techniques as possible solutions to the problem,
taking the context as a suitable source of enriched objects. Our research aims and
contributions will be detailed in Section 1.3 and 1.4, respectively. Finally, in Section 1.5
we will outline the contents of the other chapters of this thesis.
1.1 Mobile Devices and Social Platforms as New Data
Sources
Nowadays the wide spread of mobile devices is quickly changing both the nature and the
processing of digital information. First, social media have acquired a key role, enlarging
their communities and providing a huge amount of new data, also thanks to mobile
devices which allow users to post content from everywhere and at every time. Second,
users are pushed to produce shorter and much more fragmented content compared to
the past. For instance, the well known Twitter platform allows users to write and
share short texts with a limited length (140 characters)1. This restriction, combined
with a very frequent quick writing activity carried out by moving users, often with
pervasive abbreviations and new coined acronyms, opens new challenges in the field
of text processing. Indeed, social network contents are analyzed for several purposes:
identifying trends, categorizing and filtering news, measuring their importance, spread
etc. Other researchers try to categorize short texts posted on social networks (e.g.,
1In a lot of cases the posted texts have a very low number of characters: several surveys show that
the mode of characters is 28 [6].
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tweets), using content taken from the World Wide Web, to understand user interests,
to build user models etc.
The increasing pervasiveness of mobile devices have also made location-acquisition
systems available to everyone. Such systems can be easily embedded in popular apps
and services, being very often active during many users’ daily activities. This evolution
allows to collect large datasets with spatio-temporal information, and in particular it
has increased the interest of researchers on studies about user movements, behaviors
and habits. Several mobile applications have been developed with the aim to exploit
information extracted from raw location data. Some of those track users movement
during sport activities in order to monitor their performance and to give suggestions
about the next training. Other applications use GPS data to track users current position
for navigation systems. Some companies use location data as a feature for social network
based applications, in order to give new services to users based on their check-ins.
Well known examples are Foursquare [3] that bases its entire service on users location
information to give suggestions about points of interests, and Facebook [2] and Twitter
[4] that allow users to add their location while posting a new message on their account,
in order to add more information for other users. The spread and popularity of this kind
of mobile apps give people the possibility to track their location data in a lot of different
ways, also associated to useful services, and to share with their friends this increasingly
important source of information, often in combination with the short texts they post.
With these premises it is clear that there is a new important source of potentially
interesting information to exploit. Whence, it is of utmost importance to design and
implement an effective extraction process to get the right information from the collected
raw location data. Moreover, it can be useful to envisage some post-process analysis, in
order to infer additional knowledge which could improve the results.
1.2 Enrichment and Context
The content generated by users with mobile devices are a new and very important
source of information, but often the data created are poor or even incomplete due to the
mobile approach which led users to make actions in hurry or in locations where embedded
sensors cannot generate proper data; or on the other hand could be the presence of a too
large amount of generated data, e.g., a continuous GPS log. For instance users could
write texts very quickly, with the consequence to have messages not easy to understand,
or mobile devices could track positions during daily routines generating too much data
which make difficult the important places analysis. To overcome these kind of issues,
additional data could be extracted, often from external sources, but also from related
objects in the current environment, in order to improve the data processing phase.
In the literature there is a common consensus about the usefulness of exploiting an
additional source of information to enrich the data. This phase, called Enrichment, can
be applied on several kind of data, and it seems particularly useful with user generated
data to overcome the brevity and sparsity issues of short texts, and with users’ locations
and trajectory analysis. To enrich data there is the need to find a proper source of new
information which is related to the currently analyzed data, in order to exploit the
properties they share. This relationship is very important to take in care because, for
instance, in cases where the problem is the lack of information, this approach could
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complete the missing part, or in cases where the problem is a classification task, it
could improve the results. On this basis, we assume that the analyzed data could be
surrounded by other data which are close in terms of relatedness. Abstracting the
concept of distance among objects we can think about user content as objects into a
geometric space where the dimensions could be the aspects we want to consider when
we analyze such data. In this way we are able to define how close the objects are,
and to determine a region from which to extract the additional data for the enrichment
phase. That region is commonly defined as Context, and it is a concept very frequent
in scientific literature when analyzing data and users.
Context is an ever-present factor; it is the information surrounding objects, and
even users while they make actions, communications, in every situation. Contextual
data can be produced by several sources, starting from information as time and place,
but also user movements, news, locations, and even text posted on social networks.
This kind of data can be single-source, such as properties from single contextual object,
or multiple-source, like group-generated properties or behaviors. Context is everything
strongly related to the currently analyzed object, it could help providing information
which allow us to get new knowledge about it, and even in particular cases influence it.
1.3 Aims, Motivations, and Challenges
The motivations behind our studies are related to the importance of user generated
content and the value of the new knowledge that it is possibile to extract from it,
in order to design and build systems more and more able to customize services. Our
analysis on user generated content led us to focus on data strictly related to the user daily
activities, therefore we chose what can mostly characterize users habits. Opinions and
argumentations expressed in textual form (often in social networks), and the geographic
locations visited by users are the two types of data that we consider for that purpose.
The nature of this data make them often not ready-to-use, therefore the study of how
to “mine” them is a necessary task. In these two particular domains data are often not
well-formed, not generated with specific intervals, not consistently with high quality,
mainly due to the “human component”. For these reasons, our studies rely on these
two kinds of data, compared to others that, although they can be suitable to analyze
the effectiveness of data enrichment, they may have less impact on the characterization
of users. Moreover, the possible connections and relationships between these two layers
of data allow us to plan further studies.
In this work we aim to study and evaluate the effectiveness of the enrichment process
applied on systems which mine user generated data in two different domains: (i) short
texts posted on Twitter platform, and (ii) user movements generated by GPS sensors
embedded in mobile devices. In particular we conduct a first study on short texts
addressing the problem of categorization, in order to identify the topics discussed in the
analyzed tweets, and to compare different settings to run an extensive analysis of what
role plays the data enrichment. Our second study is devoted to addressing the problem
of users’ locations categorization, in order to identify what places are important (or
not) in their daily routines, and compare different algorithms which make different use
of contextual data as enrichment.
In the first study we focus on the text enrichment issues and, in particular, on the
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external knowledge which is used in that process, in order to overcome the brevity and
sparsity issues of short texts. Indeed, in the literature there is a considerable number
of research works which confirm the usefulness of exploiting an additional source of
information. Since short texts posted by users are often related to recent events (sharing
their opinions and thoughts with friends), the novelty of our approach is to use news
collections instead of generic web content in the categorization process.
We start investigating the effectiveness of the enrichment process, by evaluating
different strategies that can be adopted in the choice of the final set of words to use in
the categorization phase. More precisely, we compare, by running a set of experiments,
three different enrichment strategies: No-enrichment (indeed, this is mainly used as a
baseline strategy), Append, and Merge which differ in how to determine the final set
of words combining original and enriched data. Then, we carry out an experiment to
determine when our system can stop adding new words in the enrichment process, i.e.,
to determine the best Cut-Off strategy. Coming to the categorization step, we study
how the accuracy of the whole process varies depending on the chosen set of categories
from Wikipedia. Another important experiment is about the impact of different Types
of documents (e.g., generic web content, news articles, blogs, etc.) on the effectiveness
of the enrichment process. We run a set of experiments and analysis which aim at that
goal: more precisely, we determine which kind of collection (among news articles, blog
articles, general documents from all web, and a mixed sample with the combination of
news and blog articles) mostly improves the effectiveness of the enrichment process.
On the basis of the above mentioned experiments, we proceed to study how the choice
of the news collection affects the results: in particular, how different news collections
with different properties impact the categorization effectiveness. More specifically, we
analyze, by means of several experiments, other properties of news collections: Volume,
to see how different numbers of news provide different sets of terms for the enrichment
phase and, consequently, affect the categorizations; Variety, to see how news of different
nature impact the enrichment process; Structure, to see if there is a structural component
of the documents, e.g. title or content, that could contain more relevant terms for the
enrichment purpose, and Freshness, to highlight the different effectiveness by using news
from different time windows (i.e., same temporal context, 1 year old, 2 years old etc.).
Our second study is focused on user movements, and in particular on a novel proposal
for users’ locations categorization: we pay attention on how users move during their daily
activities, in order to recognize the importance of places they visit according to different
points of view, such as the frequency or intensity of visits. Indeed, we observed that
some meaningful locations are related to users’ main activities, thus they spent a lot of
time in specific delimited geographic areas, such as their office or home. Other locations,
instead, have been visited several times during the analyzed days, but with not the same
intensity as home or office. An example of this kind of places may be the newsstand
or the supermarket. In order to categorize user locations in Personal Points of Interest
(PPOIs) or not, we must first be able to detect the so-called Stay Points (SPs), i.e.,
locations where the users “may stay for a while” (see [52]). Not all stay points can
be considered important places, but they are good candidates and effective off-the-shelf
tools are available to extract them from raw data (whatever the source, like, e.g., a
GPS-device). The candidate stay points need then to be filtered to provide the final set
of PPOIs. We remark here that our proposal is technology-independent, being based
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only on raw data: neither we carry out any enrichments of positional data nor we use
any external knowledge sources (like, e.g., georeferenced posts or resources published
on Twitter, Facebook or other social networks). Urban computing [106] and trajectory
data mining [111] are two research fields which can benefit from this kind of work.
In the literature, earlier approaches focus on the density of detected positions inside
a delimited area, and on time thresholds to check when changing area, in order to
recognize the locations which might have particular meaning for users. However, this
is not enough to ensure a good selection, which should also take care to discard all
“false important places” (e.g., crossing at intersections or stops at traffic lights) and, at
the same time, should not miss relevant locations. Indeed, grid systems which exploit
density, but are based on cells of fixed dimensions, cannot always guarantee a correct
recognition due to the location distribution on the geographic space: the cell bounds
might overlap an important place and, as a consequence, the latter will be divided and
wrongly processed as two or more distinct places.
Further complexity comes into play since users movements are affected by other
factors, such as speed/acceleration, heading, relations between locations, and also by the
changes of the accuracy of GPS devices during subsequent detections. Many approaches
considering the speed parameter tend to identify stay points when the measurement
of speed is (nearly) zero. However, this assumption is again not enough accurate (it
is sufficient to think, e.g., of a walk in a park). Therefore, to properly understand
users behavior and habits it seems more appropriate to analyze their movements by
considering a set of combined elements to infer the right information about the way
they move.
On this basis the novelty of our approach aims at overcoming the above mentioned
issues and at refining the whole identification process. First of all, our method is mod-
ular; we exploit some state-of-the-art algorithms to do an initial filtering of the raw
positional data. Then, we carry out a deeper analysis, taking into account some user-
related measures as further steps to refine the recognition task. Namely, we consider
the area covered by a stay point, the time spent in a given location and the frequency
of visits. This second phase improves the final outcome in terms of precision (paying a
little cost in terms of recall). In particular, our approach allows us to infer a description
of places in terms of a set of features more related to users routine activities. Mapping
the physical locations into an abstract space based on those features helps us to carry on
a deeper analysis which allows us to observe if a place is repeatedly visited. Moreover,
we can identify locations (e.g., rendez-vous points, newsstands, bus stops to name a
few) which are visited several times during a longer period, but not with a sufficient
“intensity” to be found by previous techniques.
Finally, we want to remark how user generated content are important to study and
model users, and also to analyze their behavior and habits during their daily routine.
We chose to focus on short texts, posted on social networks, and movements data due
to their strong relationship with users preferences and opinions, and it is clear how
they are raw data often “not ready to use”. In this thesis we want to highlight how an
enrichment process exploiting context could help in mining and categorizing elements
in those domains, and, with our studies, we aim at providing information about what
parameters, settings, or kind of data are suggested to get the most benefit from this
process.
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1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation are: (i) the study of the impact and ef-
fectiveness of data enrichment phase included in systems which aim to analyze user
generated data, and (ii) the analysis of the properties which characterize the additional
data provided by enrichment process. Moreover, our research contributes to design
and develop novel approaches to build systems which include a data enrichment phase.
We investigate on data enrichment in two different domains: texts categorization, and
in particular focusing on short texts posted by users on Twitter; and user movements
analysis, more specifically GPS trajectories generated by users which share the locations
traces they visit during daily routines. On this basis the studies involved in our research
are detailed as follows.
Studies on Short Texts
• We study the categorization of short texts, posted by users on social networks and
microblogging platforms, in particular focusing on Twitter, and we propose a novel
approach which exploits the data enrichment. Since short texts do not provide
sufficient word occurrences, and they often contain abbreviations and acronyms,
traditional classification methods such as Bag-of-Words have limitations. We pro-
pose a method to enrich the original short text with a new set of words extracted
from news articles of the same temporal context. Then we use those words to
query Wikipedia, as an external knowledge base, with the final goal to categorize
the original text using a predefined set of Wikipedia categories.
• We study the effectiveness of the enrichment process in mining short texts by
comparing different enrichment strategies: No-enrichment, Append, and Merge,
which differ in how to use the additional data.
• We study different properties of news datasets to observe how they impact the
short text categorization results. In particular we focus on five properties charac-
terizing the datasets: Volume, Variety, Type, Structure and Freshness.
• We study a method for computing user similarity based on only content posted
by users. We propose an approach based on a network representing the semantic
relationships between the words occurring in the same short text, and the related
topics, posted by users. Our approach is social network platforms independent,
therefore not reliant on following/being followed social relationships nor on the
peculiar structure of short texts (e.g., links, hashtags etc.).
Studies on User Movements
• We study a model to represent user habits and behaviors during their daily rou-
tines. We propose an approach based on a feature space which allows to model
aspects/measures that are more semantically related to users and better suited
to reason about their similarities and differences than simpler physical measures
(e.g., latitude, longitude, and timestamp).
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• We study a methodology to identify the stay points in a user movement trajectory
which exploit temporal and spatial context to improve the analysis of regions
where users have been stationary.
• We study the problem of places categorization focusing on the recognition of im-
portant locations, i.e., places where people spend a fair amount of time during
their daily activities. We pay attention on how users move during their daily
activities, in order to recognize the importance of places they visit according to
different points of view, such as the frequency or intensity of visits.
1.5 Outline
The dissertation is divided in three parts:
• Part 1: Background and Related Work, in which we present the conceptual frame-
work and the research fields related to our work. It is divided in three chapters:
1. Chapter 2: Concept, in which we describe an abstract representation of user
generated content in a geometric space to highlight contextual regions and
relationships among content and users. We highlight how data produced by
users can have properties which make them similar from point of views more
related to user behaviors and habits. This concept has stimulated the idea
of finding new useful information to exploit and enrich data.
2. Chapter 3: Short Text Mining, in which we present research works in the
field of text mining, and with particular attention on short texts. We high-
light the role of data enrichment phase and the interests showed by research
community, in particular in recent publications. We describe the importance
of enrichment listing works where it has been used to solve tasks in partic-
ular settings or critical situations, or to improve the systems performance.
We delineate the value of the new data extracted with this process and the
contextual information.
3. Chapter 4: User Movements Mining, in which we present research works in
the field of movement data mining, in particular related to GPS data gen-
erated by users movements using mobile devices. In particular, we highlight
the researchers’ interest in this kind of data and specifically in elaborating
them to get valuable knowledge. We describe considerable results related to
the analysis of mobile spatio-temporal data, focusing on the study of social
habits and behaviors. We provide a general perspective for studies on human
mobility by depicting and comparing methods and algorithms, highlighting
some critical issues with information extraction from spatio-temporal data.
• Part 2: Case Study 1: Short Text Analysis, in which we present the study we
have conducted on short texts with related proposed approaches and experimental
evaluations, and the user model. It is divided in two chapters:
1. Chapter 5: Short Text Analysis, in which we first present the aim of our study
on short text enrichment and categorization, highlighting how different en-
richment strategies could be applied and different data sources could impact
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the results. We then propose a novel approach to enrich the original short
text with a new set of words extracted from news articles of the same tempo-
ral context. To understand the effectiveness of the enrichment process and to
evaluate different strategies that can be adopted, we run a set of experiments
to compare different enrichment settings and to analyze news datasets with
different properties and observe how they impact the categorization results.
2. Chapter 6: User Modeling Exploiting Short Texts, in which we present a novel
user model based on content posted on online social networks and exploiting
a network structure which emphasizes the relationships among words used
in users’ texts. By using several network centralities we compute scores for
each node, in order to have a vector representing the user and to enable a
comparison exploiting “classical” similarity functions.
• Part 3: Case Study 2: User Movements Analysis, in which we present the study
we have conducted on user movements with related proposed approaches and
experimental evaluations. It is composed of one chapter:
1. Chapter 7: User Movements Analysis, in which we present a problem state-
ment regarding open challenges in important places recognition tasks. We
then propose a method to identify a set of users’ candidate stay points, and
then to map them onto a feature space having as dimensions the area under-
lying the stay point, its intensity (e.g., the time spent in a location) and its
frequency (e.g., the number of total visits).
Finally, in Chapter 8 we summarizes the work done with final remarks and discussion
on results. We sketch out future works originated by the researches described in this
thesis.
I
Background and Related Work

2
Concept
In this chapter we describe how user generated content (i.e., short texts and positional
data) could be represented as abstract objects in a geometric space, and how they
are related in terms of distances. We first show a general representation to highlight
distances and contexts, then we present two adaptations based on the data types we
study to illustrate the type of experiments we focus on.
2.1 General Idea
During daily activities a large amount of data is generated by users who use mobile
devices to track locations and post texts on social networks. These data could share
some properties, such as the timestamp or the place when they are created, or other
things more related to the specific domain from which the data came from, for instance
speed or acceleration, if we are considering positional data, or topics and sentiment
polarity if we are analyzing texts. User generated content could be intended as abstract
objects which we can be placed in a geometric space, defined by a set of dimensions
representing the properties we are interested in, to analyze them.
In Figure 2.1 there is a representation of objects in a two-dimensional space generated
by two different users. In particular, the objects have different distances based on their
properties, defined by the two dimensions. Objects created by a user could be strongly
related and close if they have very similar properties, and the same happens among
objects from different users. This fact leads us to consider the region surrounding an
object as the area suitable for extracting additional information in order to enrich the
knowledge we have about the currently analyzed object (we call such extraction process
enrichment phase). That region is what is commonly called context. The object’s
context contains other objects with different relationships depending on the distance
and it could be analyzed with different wideness to fit the needs of the enrichment task
to perform. Moreover, defining the space with different dimensions, which characterize
the objects under other aspects, the context will change and allows us to get information
from another set of objects.
We can summarize the key elements involved in the presented concept as follows:
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Figure 2.1: Geometric space with users objects and contextual enrichment.
• User Object : abstract representation of user activity which generated data useful
to study his behavior. It consists in a set of raw data with properties and values,
often “not ready to use”.
• Geometric Space: abstract space where to place users objects in order to define
an environment where they get a “location” which allow us to measure distances
and regions.
• Context : it is a region surrounding a user object, suitable for extracting additional
information related to it.
• Enrichment : it is an information extraction process which consists in analyzing
data in an object context in order to add information to the currently considered
object.
With the concept we described, composed of the elements we listed, it is possible to
model the studies of enrichment effectiveness we focus on, analyzing the related objects
in the context under several point of views:
• Quantities: we can use different quantities of additional data to get new informa-
tion to exploit, therefore an interesting aspect to study is the presence (or not) of
an ideal amount good enough to provide a considerable improvement, or if each
enrichment task is a particular case with different needs.
• Distances: we can exploit the context with several sizes, in which data have differ-
ent distances from the analyzed object. This fact begs the question whether there
is an ideal size and a distance beyond which the enrichment phase could lose its
effectiveness.
• Properties: we can use additional data with only some properties or specific types,
in order to make the enrichment phase more specific for the domain analyzed. It
is possible to study how the enrichment phase could be affected in different ways
with data of different nature.
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Figure 2.2: Short Texts with related documents as enrichment source.
Based on the concept we described, we design our studies so that we can conceptually
place the objects from the two fields we analyze in a space which allows us to exploit
the context as enrichment source. We use that information to improve the performance
of the categorization tasks and measure how the enrichment phase impacts the results.
2.2 Applying the Concept to Real Word Scenarios
Regarding the short texts field, we want to analyze different documents with different
properties and distances. In Figure 2.2 is illustrated an example of tweets which take
place among other related documents in a space where they are distant according to
some dimensions. Around a tweet we can find the contextual region which we use to
extract related documents to exploit. The concept we described, applied to this field,
allows us to enrich the original text with more words extracted from the more related
and relevant documents, close to the short text. Defining a distance for context region
selection, it is possible to retrieve relevant documents in order to extract additional text
to exploit and enrich the tweet with more information. Figure 2.2 is just an example of
what kind of data we can use as dimensions, also not necessary with continuos values.
Posting Time could be a continuous timestamp used to place documents in a time flow,
but Topic could be a dimension segmented in regions based on a previously selected set
of topics to analyze, which do not have a unique order rule. Using different kind of data
it is possible to have all or only some continuous values, also, increasing the number of
dimensions it is possibile to analyze context under several points of view. Figure 2.2 is
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Figure 2.3: User Movements with visited locations and related places as enrichment
source.
supposed to be just an abstract representation, not a real implementation.
Regarding the user movements field, we want to study how data of different nature,
and from different sensors, could differently impact the place enrichment phase. Fig-
ure 2.3 shows an example of user movements as raw data placed in a space where the
distances are defined by some dimensions, in this example timestamp and geographic
position. Around each positional object it is possible to analyze the contextual region
to understand how the user moved in that location. Exploiting the relationships among
objects and additional data values we can enrich the currently analyzed location with
data from different sensors. The contextual locations with their sensors values differ-
ences allow us to extract the new knowledge to use as enrichment. The image depicted
in Figure 2.3 is just an abstract representation of objects geographic positions in one
dimension, which are instead technically composed of two coordinates. The image sim-
ply provides an example of what it is possible to do with positional data. A model
with more dimensions will be needed in order to described this kind of objects in a real
implementation.
The concept we presented aimed to explain how real-world user actions can be trans-
lated in objects in a geometric space which emphasizes relationships through distances
and measures. Moreover, it allows us to model two real world scenarios, in the two fields
we want to analyze, to setup and run the experiments which constitute our studies. In
particular in Part II of this thesis we conduct our studies on short texts, and in Part III
we describe our studies on user movements. Both studies rely on the notions of context
and enrichment explained with this concept.
3
Short Text Mining
In this chapter we provide a general state of the art of research work related to short
texts mining and categorization. In the subsequent sections we will provide a survey of
the main aspects which are considered in the literature, and which are somehow related
to our work. We provide a general perspective on studies on short text with particular
emphasis on short text categorization, enrichment, short text and external knowledge,
short text and news, and short text for user modeling.
3.1 Short Text Categorization
Short texts generated by social networks are indeed an interesting source of information;
for instance, many researchers focus on the aim of inferring users’ interests from their
posts on social platforms. To achieve such goal they often study and develop automatized
software solutions being able to classify short texts, identifying the topics related to their
content (e.g., politics, travels, literature, etc.).
Machine learning can play a fundamental role in classifying short texts: for instance,
in [28] supervised SVM (Support Vector Machine) techniques are used to classify tweets
into 12 predefined groups tailored for the online community of Sri Lanka. In [112] a
completely automatized unsupervised bayesian model is used. In particular only tweets
related to events are selected, exploiting a lexicon built from news articles published in
the same period.
The authors of [102] observe that usually there are ordered subsets in short texts:
such order relationship gives rise to the notion of information path. Hence, rather than
classifying the whole dataset, it is easier to exploit the above mentioned information
path and classify each subset separately, after the classification results about previous
subsets are known. The approach proposed does not rely on any external knowledge
data source, being robust on different datasets.
In [57] the classification of tweets is carried out by means of another social network,
namely, YouTube. Indeed, classes assigned to videos published on the latter social
medium are used as labels of tweets linking to such videos, providing a very huge set
of labelled instances that can be used as training data. The experiments carried out
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by the authors have shown the effectiveness of this classifier w.r.t. an analogous one
trained with manually labelled data.
The proposed approach of [24] is to introduce the notion of meta-hashtag to overcome
the bias introduced by considering freely user-defined hashtags as class labels of tweets.
In particular, the authors use a bag-of-words model to represent tweets and the SVM
method to cluster similar ones and determine the corresponding meta-hashtags.
Since the cited bag-of-words model is not entirely appropriate for short texts (due
to their shortness and sparsity), in [38] the authors adopt dimensionality reduction
techniques, to reduce accuracy and performance problems. Instead, the authors of [91]
propose a novel bag-of-concepts model for the task of classifying short texts. Indeed,
they leverage on a large taxonomy knowledge base to associate a concept model to
each category and a set of relevant concepts to each short text. Then, the latter are
classified with the most similar category. This approach benefits also from the fact that
it facilitates ranking after classification, which is a good thing for many applications,
e.g., recommendation systems.
Another solution to overcome the limits of the bag-of-words model in the case of
tweets classification is proposed in [85]. The authors leverage on some domain-specific
features inferred from the user’s profile and texts to train their learning model. Such
features include the author name and some of them are very specific to Twitter (e.g.,
“@username” at the beginning of the tweet or within the tweet). So doing, the authors
show that they can effectively classify the text to a predefined set of classes, namely,
News, Events, Opinions, Deals, and Private Messages.
In [23] a semi-supervised learning system for “micro-text” classification is introduced,
with the interesting feature of combining machine learning with human interaction. The
latter reveals to be very effective when decisions based on sparse data have to be made.
Indeed, if the number of texts to classify is at a medium level, both machine learning
and pure human analysis are clearly unfit. On the other end, according to the authors,
their combination is quite effective in this scenario. A completely supervised approach is
instead adopted in [80], where the authors exploit the hash-tags as indicators of topics,
obtaining good results.
In [31], to avoid both the high costs and the difficulty of finding and retrieving a
suitable external knowledge for enrichment-based classifiers (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3),
the authors propose a novel classification technique. The latter exploits a structured
sparse representation of short texts (as feature vectors in Rm, using raw term frequency)
and classify them applying a convex hull vertices selection process, i.e., solving an opti-
mization problem in Rm.
Several works use the clustering approach with the aim of measuring similarity be-
tween texts and grouping those that deal with the same topic. In [105] users’ dynamic
topic distributions are captured with the introduction of a dynamic user clustering topic
model. The latter allows one to adaptively track changes of each user’s time-varying
topic distribution exploiting a previously estimated distribution and the short texts
posted by the user during a given time period. In particular, word pairs from each user
are sampled by a Gibbs sampling algorithm and the clustering results have the pleasant
property of being explainable and human-understandable.
Other works exploit document expansion in order to overcome problems with lack
of information in short texts. In [29], starting from the hypothesis that short docu-
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ments tend to be about a single topic, authors submit documents as pseudo-queries
and analyze the results to learn about the retrieved documents themselves. In [13] the
authors propose an expansion technique, called TIDE, that can be applied on several
Machine Learning, and Information Retrieval tasks on short texts (such as short text
classification, clustering, entity disambiguation) without using task specific heuristics
and domain-specific knowledge for expansion, extracting topic and using word embed-
ding. In [82] authors expand short texts using word embedding for classification, and
in particular they use a language model, which learns a new word embedding space,
by using word correlations, such that semantically related words also have close feature
vectors in the new space.
3.2 Enrichment-based Approaches
Text enrichment is a common technique used to semantically understand and classify
short texts. The underlying idea is to infer additional information (by querying a web
search engine or some other external information source) to overcome the possible spar-
sity and brevity of the original texts.
Tang et al. [86] propose a framework which performs multi-language knowledge inte-
gration for clustering. Sahami et al. [81] address the problem of measuring the similarity
of short text snippets by leveraging on web search results, to infer a wider context for
each short text (so doing, they can more easily solve ambiguity issues). In a recent
paper Meng et al. [61] propose a method to expand short texts with the help of public
search engines, by crawling related pages and getting contents as background knowledge
of the original short text.
In [9] news articles are linked to tweets to enrich and to help inferring the semantic
meaning of the latter. The final aim is to build user profiles representing individual
Twitter activities.
In [59] the authors investigate a task of reputation dimension classification: one of
the most interesting observations is about the contemporary nature of the web corpus
used in the enrichment process of tweets. This temporal relationship between source
documents and Twitter posts allows them to achieve very high scores in the experimental
evaluation of the system.
A cluster-based representation enrichment method (CREST) is introduced in [25]:
such system enriches short texts by incorporating a vector of topical relevances (be-
sides the commonly adopted tf-idf representation). Finally, topics are extracted using a
hierarchical clustering algorithm with purity control.
Enrichment techniques can also be quite sophisticated like, e.g., in [92] where a short
texts are classified exploiting link analysis on topic-keyword graphs. In particular, after
the initial topic modeling phase, each topic is associated to a set of related keywords.
Afterwards, link analysis on a subsequent topic-keyword bipartite graph is carried out,
to select the keywords most related to the analyzed short text.
In [101] the authors use semantic enrichment to understand tweets, but only after a
conceptualization phase, where they assign related concepts to each term recognized by
the Probase software. So doing, they are able to contextualize each term, eliminating
typical issues due to polisemy.
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3.3 Short Text and External Knowledge
Dealing with short texts unavoidably requires the use of some external sources of knowl-
edge to overcome the lack of information. For instance, Wikipedia is often exploited
either to query its huge archive of articles for enriched words or as a semantic platforms
like, e.g., in the INEX Tweet Contextualization Track [1]. This approach turns out to be
quite effective since articles are interlinked and tagged, according to a category graph.
The latter can thus play the role of a semantic network which can be very useful to
classify short texts. Indeed, in [55] the authors profile Twitter users and re-rank tweets
in their timelines, measuring the relevance between each new tweet and user’s interests.
The above mentioned profile is built as a set of concepts taken from Wikipedia.
In [97] the authors classify generic online text documents, by adding a semantic
context and structure, using Wikipedia as a knowledge source.
Banerjee et al. [14] propose a system for clustering similar items in the feed reader, to
make the information more manageable for users, by enriching their representation with
additional features from Wikipedia. Also Hu et al. [37] rely on Wikipedia as an external
knowledge-base for document clustering, by mapping texts to Wikipedia concepts and
categories.
In other proposals, Wikipedia is exploited to compute semantic relatedness between
words or texts, like in [100], and more recently to identify the word sense with a dis-
ambiguation process, as described in [48]. Another recent use of Wikipedia knowledge
is to enrich the semantic expression of a target commercial advertisement, as presented
by Xu et al. in their work on contextual advertising [96].
DBPedia is instead used in [69] as a source for an enrichment procedure allowing the
authors to rank in real time tweets which are conceptually related to a given subject,
in order to improve the accuracy of information extraction.
WordNet and SentiWordNet are used in [65] to propose a novel unsupervised method
for polarity classification in Twitter. More in details, they perform random walks over
WordNet obtaining some PageRank scores which are subsequently used to weight synsets
values.
The authors of [49] start from the observation that human beings, when interpreting
short texts, resort not only to the content words, but also to their background knowl-
edge like, e.g., semantically related words. Hence, they introduce a system based on the
Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture model to improve topic modeling for short texts exploit-
ing the background knowledge about word semantic relatedness acquired from a huge
external corpus of documents.
3.4 Short Text and News
The key observation that many short texts posted in social networks are triggered by real
world events has led some researchers to investigate the relationships and the interplay
between short texts and news (since the latter are usually written to tell events).
For instance, in [33] a framework for linking tweets to news is provided together
with a dataset of tweet-news pairs. The interesting consequence of this work is that the
authors succeed in finding text-to-text correlations, exploiting hashtags (i.e., a tweet
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specific feature), named entities (i.e., a news specific feature) and temporal constraints.
Whence, they build a rather complete semantics of tweets.
In [9] the authors introduce several enrichment strategies (i.e., entity-based, topic-
based, tweet-based and news-based) to relate tweets and news articles belonging to the
same temporal context, in order to assign a semantic meaning to short messages.
Moreover, the ephemeral nature of Twitter posts begins to suggest to take into con-
sideration the temporal dimension. For instance, Cataldi et al. [20] propose a technique
to detect the most emergent topics expressed by the community on Twitter. They con-
sider as emerging a term that frequently occurs in a specified time interval but it is rare
in the past, and also take into account the source, by analyzing the author and his social
relationships.
3.5 Short Text for User Modeling
In [87] the authors introduce TUMS (Twitter-based User Modeling Service), namely,
a web application being able to build semantic profiles (in RDF format) starting from
the messages a user posts on Twitter. TUMS seems very similar to our system since it
also features topic detection and text-enrichment, allowing one to link tweets to news
articles describing their context. The inferred profiles can be based on entities, topics or
hashtags. TUMS uses the Friend-Of-A-Friend (FOAF) [17] vocabulary and the Weighted
Interest vocabulary [16] for inferring user interests (while we use the category hierarchy
of Wikipedia).
User similarity is also used in [103], exploiting both textual data (tweets, including
URLs and hashtags) and social structure (following and retweeting relationships), in
order to discover communities of users in Twitter.
When dealing with social networks, user profiling and modeling is often a research
activity very tailored to the specific platform addressed (e.g., Twitter or Facebook)
and, usually, the resulting profiles are not interchangeable nor interoperable. Instead,
in [71] the authors propose a novel framework for automatically creating and aggregating
several distinct user profiles by means of semantic technologies. Thus, they provide a
tool to build larger and more general profiles starting from (possibly) unrelated and
specific ones.
Due to the widespread of social networks and the huge amount of data they are gen-
erating, there is a growing interest to search for a suitable notion of similarity between
users. Indeed, knowing if two given users are similar or not may help to improve ranking
and recommendation systems in the task of filtering data.
For instance collaborative filtering methods are among the most used in suggesting
recommendations based on similar users (where the notions of similarity are based upon
“classical” measures such as cosine, Pearson correlation coefficient, and mean squared
difference). In [53] a new user similarity model is presented, combining the local context
information of user ratings with the global preference of user behavior, in order to help
the system when only a few ratings are available (a sort of cold start problem).
In [51] the authors go further, developing a complex framework with a non-linear
multiple kernel learning algorithm, in order to combine several notions of user similarities
coming from different social network theories. Their experiments on a movie review data
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set show that their system provides more accurate recommendations than trust-based
and collaborative filtering approaches.
In [60] the author revisits the well known Page Rank algorithm and the related
notion of random walks on a network, in order to improve ranking and recommendation
systems based on the analysis of users’ interactions carried out in the World Wide
Web (e.g, records of friendship relations in social networks, e-commerce transactions,
messages exchanged in online communities, etc.).
User similarity is also exploited in [46] for sharing training data, in order to build
personalized classification models. So doing, people are freed from the daunting task
of collecting and annotating data from their devices. Of course, only users with strong
similarities are allowed to share training data, otherwise the classification model cannot
be tailored to a specific user.
Another field which may benefit from user similarity models is related to social media
applications, where users provide evaluations of one another. In such contexts it is well
known that the comparative levels of status between two users influence the evaluations
that one user gives to another. Interestingly, in [10] the authors show that, according
to their experiments, evaluations are less status-driven when users are more similar to
each other. In particular, they become very low when users are almost equal. Hence,
similarity between users can be used to predict evaluation outcomes. A comprehensive
survey of user modeling techniques in social media websites is available in [8].
Beside information filtering and recommendation systems, the “quest” for similarity
models stimulated also the research branch studying networks built from unstructured
data. In particular models and techniques borrowed from graph analytics (e.g., centrality
analysis, path analysis, community detection and sub-graph isomorphism) have proven
to be very effective tools in understanding and mining social networks [19].
An interesting social network analysis on a subset of tweets generated by a microblog
group of 1082 users is carried out in [98], where the act of following has been character-
ized as the out-degree of nodes, while the act of being followed has been characterized
as the in-degree of nodes. The resulting model and the simulation results carried out
by the authors seem to cope well with real-world situations.
Recently Pavan et al. in [73, 74] addressed the problem of expert finding and the
identification of similar professionals. They present a first attempt to create an expert
search system to support users (such as researchers, students, authors) in finding experts
to get in contact or to start a cooperation with in the field of textbook research. Hereby
they semantically enrich user profiles building a Community Knowledge Graph (CKG)
which defines relationships among users and related items.
4
User Movements Mining
In this chapter we provide a general state of the art of research work related to moving
objects analysis, in particular users, by focusing on trajectories modeling, and then high-
lighting recent interests in more user-oriented methodologies, to analyze social habits
and behaviors. We describe social approaches used to extract new semantic knowl-
edge, combining those that are often separate literatures about the study of trajectories
and the study of social habits and behaviors as further step on trajectory modeling.
Moreover, we provide a general perspective on studies on human mobility by depicting
and comparing methods and algorithms focusing on two significant aspects as place
categorization and important place recognition.
4.1 Trajectory Modeling
From raw data, depending on needs and aims of the specific application, several re-
construction trajectories algorithms can be defined. They integrate different processing
steps that allow to obtain trajectories on the different modeling levels. It is possible to
apply data mining to get only conceptual trajectory, or to analyze data deeper to reach
the semantic level.
4.1.1 Cleaning and Filtering Raw Data
Anyway, data sets collected by mobile sensors are often imprecise and incorrect due to
noise. Raw data are exposed to two different kind of errors [41]: systematic errors derived
to limitations of system positioning (a low number of satellites while detecting position,
a low accuracy due to signal problems, etc.) that affect the final quality of data; random
errors due to external reasons as clock and receiver issues, atmospheric and ionospheric
effects, etc. Usually, different methods based on several parameters as time, speed, etc.,
or geometrically regression models are used to solve these problems. Yan et al. [99]
describe a data preprocessing layer for cleaning data that applies velocity threshold to
remove points that do not give us a reasonable correlation with expected velocity to
solve systematic errors and a gaussian regression model is used to deal with random
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ones. Marketos et al. [58] define a trajectory-reconstruction algorithm that, starting
from raw data, uses maximum speed and tolerance distance between two timestamped
positions to eliminate noise and redundant data.
Working in a network (e.g., road and rail networks), different map-matching algo-
rithms can be used to replace or clean GPS positions of an object by a point on the
network. These algorithms can be divided into geometric, topological, probabilistic and
advanced [78, 89]. While geometric and topological algorithms, that use geometric and
topological information, are simple, fast and easy to implement in real-time, probabilis-
tic and advanced ones, that use probabilistic information and more refined concepts as
mathematical theory of evidence, fuzzy logic models, etc., offer an higher accuracy but,
they are generally slow and difficult.
Moving data grow progressively and intensively as the tracking time goes by and
data compression is an essential task, that can be applied directly to raw data. Working
with raw data, the compression consists of a reduction of the points used to describe a
trajectory. Different algorithms, trying to balance the trade off between accuracy (and
information loss) and storage size, consider different spatial and temporal parameters.
Muckell et al [68], proposing a new approach to trajectory compression, called SQUISH,
perform a comprehensive evaluation and a comparison of several of them: uniform
sampling, Douglas-Peucker, opening window and dead reckoning.
4.1.2 Structuring Trajectories
Except for simply maps of movement, raw trajectories are insufficient and usually not
useful for meaningful trajectory applications. For this reason, basic analysis can be
performed to structure trajectories in episodes, sequences of GPS points with common
properties.
This step, usually called segmentation, can be defined using different features associ-
ated to GPS points. A frequent example distinguishes between two states in a trajectory:
stops and movements. It can be automatically obtained, as in [99], determining a speed
threshold and analyzing the velocity associated to each position in a trajectory. In [50],
Li et al. identify two categories of stay points: points where a user remains stationary
for a time period exceeding a threshold and points where a user moves around within
a certain spatial region for a period. Other authors consider different properties of
movements. Buchin et al. [18] propose an algorithmic framework that segments any
trajectory into a minimum number of segments under one or more criteria. They dis-
tinguish between basic attributes as location, heading, speed, and velocity, and other
ones as curvature, sinuosity, and curviness.
The segmentation can also include the identification of different trajectories, subsets
of GPS points, in continuous movement of an object. Different policies can be applied
to divide consecutive trajectories as large temporal (and spatial) intervals or temporal
periods (e.g., daily and weekly trajectories). This operation is applied from Marketos et
al. in [58] where, in addition to attributes used to clean raw data, temporal and spatial
gaps and a maximum noise duration are used to divide the movement of an object in
different trajectories.
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4.1.3 Semantic Enrichment of Trajectories
Semantic trajectories allow, through annotations, to enrich data with additional infor-
mation depending on the specific aim of the application, and on the desired granularity
level of information. To annotate each point is not usual because it can cause a big
amount and redundant data. As described in [72], annotations are usually associated
to episodes or to whole trajectories. Starting from contextual data repositories (e.g.,
OpenStreetMap and GoogleMaps), map-matching algorithms based on topological re-
lationships allows to associate episodes of a trajectory with points (e.g., restaurants
and shops), lines (e.g., walking streets and train rails) or regions (e.g., building and
administrative areas) of interest [99]. Moreover, depending on similar associations and
additional observations, activities or transportation modes allow to motivate and de-
scribe episodes. More general annotations can characterize the whole trajectories (e.g.,
work and touristic trajectories).
In many applications moving objects are restricted to move within a given network
(e.g., vehicles on the road network). Particular kinds of annotations can be defined in
a network. For instance, Richter et al. [79] define a semantic trajectory as a sequence
of points localized in a transportation network annotated with specific events as origin,
destination, intersections or stops. Several proposals combine map-marching algorithms
on networks to data compression. In effect, focusing on semantic trajectories, acceptable
information loss can be obtained achieving only interesting and significant points in a
transportation network [44, 79].
In a more abstract description, aiming for the user level, the spatial details about
movements from one place to another one and the specific geographic positions of those
locations can be lost mapping trajectories in a graph structure keeping just the relations
between nodes and attributes for edges. Abandoning the bond with a geographical map
led us to focus on the elements that define user behaviors and her habits, in order to
build a more generic model that allows to analyze users to find similarities, even if
they live in different countries, but with same life style, i.e., same places and movement
types. For instance, Zheng et al. [94, 110] build graphs among users’ locations connecting
nodes (i.e., clusters of positions with semantic annotations) with directed edges to study
sequences of locations.
4.2 Towards Social Habits and Behaviors
The mobile devices and user social activities opens new challenges in trajectory mining
and led researchers to work on new systems based on social approaches, with focus on
users behaviors, in order to define that new layer of information. It is clear how this new
source of information, resulting from this new user oriented approach, could be impor-
tant to exploit, to improve current methodologies used in research to understand people
and their behaviors. To design and implement an extraction process in an effective way,
it is very important to get the right information from the collected raw location data.
Also, a further refinement has considerable value to make deeper analysis, in order to
infer additional knowledge about users.
Several researchers focus on recognizing patterns in mobile environments to analyze
user communities. Karamshuk et al. [43] present a survey on existing approaches to
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mobility modeling. Hui et al. [39] propose a system for the analysis of human mobility
considering the community structure as a network, in order to emphasize the relation-
ships and improve the understanding of behaviors. Laxmi et al. [47] presented a study
that analyzes the behavior of user patterns related to existing works from the past few
years. In this direction other authors present their work on analysis of user communi-
ties, in order to build human mobility models. Noulas et al. [70] analyze a large dataset
from Foursquare to find spatio-temporal patterns and to observe how users make us of
check-in feature provided by the social platform. Their results are useful for urban com-
puting to study user mobility and urban spaces. Mohbey et al. [64] propose a system
based on mobile access pattern generation which has the capability to generate strong
patterns between four different parameters, namely, mobile user, location, time and mo-
bile service. They focus on mobile services exploited by users and their approach shows
to be very useful in the mobile service environment for predictions and recommenda-
tions. Zheng et al. [107, 109, 110] developed a brand new social network system, called
GeoLife. It is based on user locations and trajectories, which aims to mine correlations
between them.
The interest in these issues is strong, therefore some researchers also work on funda-
mental problems related to information extraction. A good starting point is to recognize
important locations for the users, such places can tell a lot about their routine, namely,
daily behavior and habits, thus, a sort of personal POI. This process aims to iden-
tify places which have particular meaning for users, such as home, work, or any place
where they spend a considerable amount of time during the day or which they visit with
regularity.
4.3 Human Mobility
Some authors focus on analyzing patterns in mobile environments. A study, presented
by Laxmi et al. [47], analyzes the behavior of user patterns related to existing works
from the past few years. Noulas et al. [70] analyze a large dataset from Foursquare in
order to observe user check-in dynamics and find spatio-temporal patterns. Their re-
sults are useful to study user mobility and urban spaces. In this direction other authors
present their work on analysis of user communities in order to build human mobility
models. Karamshuk et al. [43] survey existing approaches to mobility modeling. Hui
et al. [39] propose a system to improve the understanding of the structure of human
mobility by analyzing the community structure as a network. Mohbey et al. [64] propose
a system based on mobile access pattern generation which has the capability to generate
strong patterns between four different parameters, namely, mobile user, location, time
and mobile service. They focus on mobile services exploited by users and their approach
shows to be very useful in the mobile service environment for predictions and recom-
mendations. Zheng et al. [107, 109, 110] developed a brand new social network system
based on user locations and trajectories, called GeoLife, which aims to mine correlations
between them.
Other researchers focus on locations analysis for destination and/or prediction of
places of interest (POIs); Avasthi et al. [12] propose a system for user behavior pre-
diction based on clustering. They analyze the differentiated mobile behaviors among
users and temporal periods simultaneously in order to make use of clusters and find
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similarities. Zheng et al. [108] perform two types of travel recommendations by min-
ing multiple users’ GPS traces: top interesting locations and locations which match
user’s travel preferences. In [56] the authors combine hierarchical clustering techniques,
to extract physical places from GPS trajectories, with Bayesian networks (working on
temporal patterns) and custom POIs databases to infer the semantic meaning of places.
Thus, they are able to discover in an effective way users PPOIs. Scellato et al. [83]
developed a framework called NextPlace, a novel approach to location prediction based
on time of the arrival and time that users spend in relevant places. Liu et al. [54] pro-
pose a novel POI recommendation model, exploiting the transition patterns of users’
preference over location categories, in order to improve the accuracy of location recom-
mendation. Another work in the direction of providing personalized (i.e., more accurate)
POI recommendations is [21] where personalized Markov chains and region localization
are used to take into account the temporal dimension and to improve the performance
of the system. In [30] Gao et al. leverage on content information available in location-
based social networks, relating it to user behaviour (in particular to check-in actions),
to improve the performance of POI recommendation systems. In [34] authors study how
personal context has a strong influence on mobility, in addition to personal preference
and spatiotemporal factors such as time and distance. An individual’s familiarity with
an area is an interesting context because it can bias the influence of certain factors.
For example, the mobility patterns of two persons who have similar preferences are dif-
ferent when their familiarity with the area is different, even in the same area. In [90]
authors present a novel framework for estimating social point of interest (POI) bound-
aries utilizing spatio-textual information based on geo-tagged tweets. They fist define
a social POI boundary as one small-scale cluster containing its POI center, geographi-
cally formed with a convex polygon. Then they find the radius of a circle such that a
newly defined objective function is maximized, based on geo-tags in the POIs dataset.
Others in [104] aim at associating tweets that are semantically related to real-world
locations or points of interest (POIs). Tweets contain dynamic and real-time informa-
tion while POIs contain relatively static information. The tweets associated with POIs
provide complementary information for many applications like opinion mining and POI
recommendation; the associated POIs can also be used as POI tags in Twitter.
4.4 Place Categorization and Importance Recogni-
tion
One of the most important issues underlying the systems that analyze user behaviors and
habits is the recognition of users’ important places. Several studies focus on this topic to
propose new approaches on this recognition process, and thus provide novel algorithms
to use on more complex systems. Passing from raw information about coordinates to
semantically enhanced data, e.g., shop, work, bar, is an important aspect in the task of
discovering important places.
Kang et al. [42] introduce a time-based clustering algorithm for extracting significant
places from a trace of coordinates. They then evaluate it using real data from Place
Lab [84]. Montoliu et al. [66, 67] propose a system based on two levels of clustering to
obtain POIs: first, a time-based clustering technique which discovers stay points, then
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a grid-based clustering on the stay points to obtain stay regions. Isaacman et al. [40]
propose new techniques based on clustering and regression for analyzing anonymized
cellular network data usage to identify generally important locations.
Hightower et al. [36] exploit WiFi and GSM radio fingerprints, collected by mobile
devices, to automatically discover the places visited by people, associating semantics to
coordinates, and detecting when people return to such locations. Their BeaconPrint
algorithm, according to the authors, is also effective in discovering places visited in-
frequently or for short time. De Sabbata et al. [26, 27] provide an adaptation of the
well-known PageRank algorithm, in order to estimate the importance of locations on
the basis of their geographic features, focusing on aspects as contiguity, and the move-
ments of users. In particular, in the calculus of the importance score for each location,
the speed can be used to highlight either places where the user has stopped or places
where there is a high traffic density. Thus, the notion of importance of a location can
be customized by considering the current needs or situation.
Many of these approaches base their algorithms on the number of user detected
positions within a geographic area, and in some works with attention to the elapsed
time between a detected position and the next one. For instance, in [88] Umair et al.
introduce an algorithm for discovering PPOIs, exploiting a notion of “stable and dense
logical neighborhood” of a GPS point. The latter is automatically determined using a
threshold based approach working on space, time and density of detections. To improve
the recognition process, other factors and parameters are taken into consideration to en-
hance the algorithms. Li et al. [50] mine single user movements in order to identify stay
points where users spend time; then, by analyzing space and time thresholds, they com-
pute a similarity function between users based on important places that represent them.
Xiao et al. [94] add semantics to users’ locations exploiting an external knowledge based
on a database POIs, in order to understand user’s interests and compute a similarity
function between two of them without overlaps in geographic spaces. Recently Bhat-
tacharya et al. [15] extract significant places exploiting speed and the bearing change
during user movement. More recently, Pavan et al. [76, 77] propose a novel approach
based on a feature space for mapping stay points. They first identify locations where
users remain stationary, with state-of-the-art algorithms, then they define a new space
composed of features more related to users, by considering parameters which describe
users’ behaviors and habits. The feature space has, as dimensions, the area underlying
the stay point, its intensity (the time spent in a location) and its frequency (the num-
ber of total visits). This approach allows to model aspects that are more semantically
related to users and better suited to reason about their similarities and differences than,
e.g., latitude, longitude, and timestamp.
Hang et al. [35] adopt a different perspective presenting Platys, an adaptive and
semisupervised solution for place recognition based on user labeling. It makes minimal
assumptions about common parameters, such as types and frequencies of sensor read-
ings, which are usually tuned up manually in other systems. Platys lets users to label
the place at any time, assuming that important locations are those visited sufficiently
often.
The results of these recent works have built the foundation for the next step in that
direction: understanding users’ behaviors, in order to predict their future interests in
terms of destinations they would like to visit in the next future.
II
Case Study 1: Short Text
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Short Text Analysis
In this chapter we describe our studies on short texts analysis, related to our research
works presented in [63, 75]. We introduce our novel approach to enrich short texts with a
new set of words extracted from documents of the same temporal context. To understand
the effectiveness of the enrichment process and to evaluate different strategies that can
be adopted, we run a set of experiments. We compare different enrichment alternatives:
No-enrichment, Append, and Merge which differ in how to use the additional data.
We analyze news datasets with different properties to observe how they impact the
categorization results. In particular we focus on five characteristics of the datasets:
Volume, Variety, Type, Structure and Freshness. We obtain information about the ideal
setup which could maximize the contribution of the text enrichment phase. We show
the performance of the three enrichment strategies, highlighting the best one to use,
and we demonstrate how all the properties have a significant impact on categorization
accuracy.
5.1 Aims
5.1.1 Motivations and Research Questions
In the following we will use the expression “text enrichment” to denote the process of
modifying a text, adding terms extracted from a dataset by submitting a query to a
search engine. Obviously, this is a rather broad definition which leaves unspecified some
aspects related to, e.g., the sources of terms, the methodology used to extract new terms,
and the techniques used to determine the final set of terms. In particular, we want to
study different enrichment strategies (i.e., how and how many new terms to extract and
combine in the original text), in order to adopt the most effective one. Then, we plan
to research the interplay between text enrichment and the peculiar choice of the set of
categories. Finally, we aim at investigating the impact of the nature of the dataset on
the whole categorization process, by analyzing a set of crucial properties.
More specifically, we focus on the following Research Questions:
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Q1: What is the best methodology to properly enrich a short text?
Q1.1: How the new extracted terms can be integrated with the original short
text? Is it always useful to use the new terms to enrich the short text?
Q1.2: How many terms it is reasonable to add to enrich the short text?
Q1.3: Does the text enrichment always provide improvements also with different
sets of categories?
Q1.4: What kind of documents are the most relevant to be used as external
dataset of new terms? What role do the News articles play?
Q2: How the nature of the enrichment dataset affect the results, and how the properties
of news articles impact the performance?
Q2.1: What is the ideal amount of documents to use to ensure a proper text
enrichment?
Q2.2: How important is the variety of the documents in the external dataset used
for the text enrichment?
Q2.3: What impact have the (terms present in) the different parts of documents
(i.e., title and content)?
Q2.4: How important is document freshness and how does it impact the enrich-
ment performance?
5.1.2 Enrichment Strategies and News Collections Properties
To answer these questions, we defined a set of experiments to study different enrichment
strategies and to analyze the collections properties. The first group of tests we designed
has the objective of answering the first set of research questions from Q1.1 to Q1.4 and
consequently the main question Q1. We use the Google search engine and the related
archive of indexed web pages as dataset, which offers a wide variety and number of
documents useful to have the heterogeneous environment for the analysis we plan to
run. The enrichment strategies and processes we want to analyze are defined as follows:
• Enrichment : we want to see the impact of different methodologies to use to com-
bine the new terms with the original analyzed short text. In particular if they
are always useful and if it is reasonable to also discard some terms from the short
text.
• Cut-Off : we want to study how different numbers of new terms affect the results,
analyzing several cut-off approaches to choose the right point where to cut the list
of new terms found querying the external knowledge.
• Category Tree: we want to study the interplay between text enrichment and the
categorization process; in particular, we will experiment some scenarios with dif-
ferent sets of final categories, in order to see if the benefits of text enrichment are
remarkable anyhow, or if there are some strategies where they are not tangible
anymore.
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• Type: external datasets often provide different kinds of documents, e.g., blogs,
forums, social platforms’ messages, news, etc. Therefore, we want to measure the
different impact that each of them has in the whole process, when it is taken as
the only source of documents.
The second group of tests aims to study the impact of a set of properties which
characterize the documents used as enrichment source, therefore to answer the second
set of research questions from Q2.1 to Q2.4 and consequently the main question Q2. We
use three different document collections, which differ in number and kind of documents
included, have different sizes, span from 2011 to 2013, and also have some temporal
overlaps to make possible several comparisons. They allow us to analyze the following
four key properties:
• Volume: we want to see the impact of news datasets with different number of
elements. We sample a dataset extracting either a given number of news or a
fraction of the dataset. With this test we aim to measure how the amount of news
correlates to the final enrichment effectiveness, and if there are particular sizes
where the improvement gets a considerable increase.
• Variety : differently from the type test, here we are focusing only on news as the
possible source for datasets. However, even news alone may come from different
kinds of documents, e.g., blogs, forums, online newspapers etc. Indeed, here we
study how the different variety of news, i.e., the number of sources we consider,
affects the text enrichment process.
• Structure: news structure is always characterized by different components, such
as Title and Content. We study how the text inside different parts has different
impact when used as enrichment.
• Freshness: short texts are often related to recent events; therefore, it is interesting
to study how important it is to have the publishing time of the news close to
the publishing time of the short text being enriched, and how the enrichment
effectiveness changes using increasingly older news.
5.2 Short Text Enrichment and Categorization Sys-
tem
Our proposal consists in a two-phase approach which combines a text enrichment al-
gorithm which exploits additional data extracted from news articles, and a text cate-
gorization algorithm, based on Wikipedia category tree, as external knowledge, to find
the topic discussed in the analyzed short text. In the following sections the two phases
are described in detail.
5.2.1 Text Enrichment
The enrichment process consists in querying an external source with the short text in
order to get relevant documents to exploit to extract additional text. We can choose
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to use both online and offline datasets, therefore we can query a search engine like
Google to get documents from the web, or particular offline datasets, often provided
by public research institutions, composed of documents with specific properties, such as
only news articles, or blog posts, etc. In both cases we pay attention on the temporal
context to have documents more relevant for the current analyzed text, in terms of
temporal closeness. Such documents are then used to infer other terms to add to the
original short text. Then, the enriched sentence will be used in the next phase, described
in Section 5.2.2, to categorize the short text with the reasonable hope to obtain a more
precise topic as result.
Often, the texts posted by users on social networks, and in particular on Twitter,
are ephemeral and strongly connected with events and news very close to the posting
time; therefore, a key property of our system is to query the search engine of the
external source with a temporal parameter in order to select only document within a
certain temporal range. On this basis, we chose to set this parameter to 1 week to get
documents with that maximum temporal distance.
For our query q we define D = {d1, d2, ..., dn}, the set of n retrieved documents1,
and K = {k1, k2, ..., km}, the set of all terms extracted from each di ∈ D (by removing
stopwords). We compute the tf weighting factor, as usual, for each term for each
document, but we are interested in how frequent is a word inside the entire collection to
understand if the contents are homogeneous in terms of semantics. With this approach
we can identify if the original text has meaning, or if it is a set of “random” words,
not related with each other or with events or news. To achieve that, we compute the
average tf vector as follows:
tf i =
1
n
n∑
j=1
dTFji (5.1)
where dTFji is the tf weighting factor for the term ki in the document dj .
We define the relevance score by also considering the document frequency as an
indicator of homogeneity, as follows:
ri = tf i · log(df i),∀i ∈ [1,m]. (5.2)
The use of document frequency, in place of inverse document frequency, emphasizes
terms that appear in many documents, therefore once again in favor of the homogeneity,
that guarantees a meaningful text.
Finally, to refine the ranking function, we tune up the terms weight by considering
the word frequency into the corpus of natural language.2 We define the wf vector
where ∀wf i, with i ∈ [1, |K|], wf i is the frequency of terms ki into the English language
corpus.3 Therefore, the ranking function is r′i = ri − α · wf i where α ∈ [0, 1] is a
constant to tune the frequency (we use α = 0.2, set empirically). Thus, we get the
following ranking function that emphasizes terms if the collection is homogeneous and
1We selected the first 10 documents retrieved by the search engine, in order to have an adequate
number of terms to analyze.
2Zipf’s law states that given some corpus of natural language utterances, the frequency of any word
is inversely proportional to its rank in the frequency table.
3Data extracted from https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Wiktionary:Frequency_lists#English.
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penalizes very frequent terms:
r′i = tf i · log(df i)− α · wf i. (5.3)
At the end we normalize all terms scores in order to fit the values in [0, 1].
5.2.1.1 Terms combination methodologies
After getting the final ranked list of new words, we define several methodologies to
combine the terms present in the original text with the new ones extracted, in order
to have different approaches to compare. The aim is to study the impact of variants
which differ in the number of provided words to understand if more data are always
more information, or if there is significant amount. The methodologies are detailed as
follows:
• No-enrich: this is the baseline approach which does not make use of any additional
terms; it keeps the original set of words from the short text. We want to keep it
as term of comparison to analyze the difference with the other approaches and see
how the enrichment phase impacts the results. The cardinality of the final term
set Te with this approach will be |Te| = |tweet|, where |tweet| is the number of
words in the original short text.
• Append: this approach is based on the addition of new terms to the initial set
of words used in the text. The original words are all kept, therefore there is an
extension of the original set with n new terms. The definition of n, namely how
many terms to keep, is explained in details in Section 5.2.1.2. It is important to
emphasize that the words from the ranked list could contain terms already present
in the original text, therefore, in that case, the selection process scans the list until
it finds n new terms. The cardinality of the final term set Te with this approach
will be |Te| = |tweet|+ n.
• Merge: this approach is based only on the final ranked list of words. The original
words used in the text are not considered and we scan only the ranked list to keep
the first n terms. In this set of n terms might be the presence or not of the words
that were contained in the original text, and when we cut the list at a specific
number of terms, some of the original words could be discarded, due to their low
position in the ranked list. Therefore, there is also a cleaning phase embedded
in this approach, that allow us to have a small set of words with only the most
important included. The cardinality of the final term set Te with this approach
will be |Te| = n.
5.2.1.2 Terms list cut-off methodologies
To choose a proper number of new terms to use in the text enrichment process, we
define several cut-off methodologies to study how different sets of words provide different
contribution to the enrichment phase. The different proposed cut-off approaches are
described as follows:
• Threshold: this approach consists in selecting terms with a score greater than a
chosen threshold. Each term in the ranked list has a score r′ ∈ [0, 1], as described
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Figure 5.1: Terms relevance scores distribution.
in Section 5.2.1, and we set empirically a threshold equal to 0.75 to limit the terms
selection.
• Dynamic: this approach takes in care the distribution of relevance scores that the
words can get to find a reasonable point where to cut the list based on the decay of
that score. Figure 5.1 shows an example of a typical terms relevance distribution
with a considerable decay after few words, then a slow descent. It is not easy to
identify a proper cut-off point due to a slight difference among scores, therefore we
emphasize the score decay trend using the Relevance Gap distribution, as depicted
in Figure 5.2. The blue line in chart represent the difference between the scores of
each words couple, highlighting, with local maximum points, relevant positions to
consider as cut-off points. We chose to cut at the first one in order to keep only the
words with highest score and not to introduce too much noise in the enrichment
set. Details about this process are described in Algorithm 1.
• Fixed: we define a threshold equal to 5 to extract a fixed amount of new words.
To choose that threshold we run a preliminary test consisting in a sample of 1000
randomly selected short text from Twitter enriched with the previous described
approaches. Table 5.1 shows the mean and the median of the number of words
extracted. This approach has been developed to test the enrichment effectiveness
with no sophisticated cut-off techniques, so that we can see and measure the
differences with other cut-off approaches.
Table 5.1: Analysis on the number of new words selected for the enrichment.
Cut-off Mean # words Median # words
Threshold 5.39 5.00
Dynamic 4.87 4.00
All phases of the Text Enrichment process described in this section are summarized
in a workflow depicted in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: Dynamic cut-off based on the local maximum points on the Relevance Gap
distribution.
5.2.2 Text Categorization
The Text Categorization step exploits the relationships within the Category Tree of
Wikipedia for extracting the appropriate set of categories for each given short text. We
preferred to work with Wikipedia since it is continuously updated with articles about
news and popular events (being those the main topics of new tweets). However, the
software architecture of our system is source-independent and we could easily switch to
other databases (in the same way that we could change the search engine). Moreover,
another reason of our choice is to show how it is possible to exploit Wikipedia in a
different way, w.r.t. related works, by using techniques based on the Category Tree.
5.2.2.1 Articles selection
First, we queries Wikipedia APIs with each pair of words (bi-gram) from the short text.
We use bi-grams and not single terms to get a set of articles more homogeneous, and to
avoid too much generic articles, due to the words polysemy. With single-term queries
it is difficult to focus on one or few topics, and we lose the semantic relations defined
by the user who posted the text. On the other hand, with more than two words, i.e.,
n-grams with n > 2, it is likely to merge too many words that maybe are not all closely
related to an article.
We define Q as the set of queries to perform, with |Q| = (|A|2 ), where A is the set
of words extracted from the short text. ∀a ∈ A,w(a) is the weight of the word in the
original text. In this case we always set that weight to 1, for this first version where
we do not compute the relevance score of each word. ∀q ∈ Q we have a query weight
defined as follows:
w (q) =
∑
a∈q
w (a) . (5.4)
Hence, in this particular case w = |q|. By performing this set of queries to Wikipedia,
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic cut-off.
Input: A set of words from external source Te = {t1, t2, ..., tn}
Output: An integer number of words to select wordCounter
1: RG = {} I list of Relevance Gaps between each couple of words
2: for ti in Te do
3: g = |ti.score− ti+1.score|
4: RG.insert(g)
5: end for
6: avgGap = avg(RG, 50) I average gap among the first 50 words
7: currJumps ← 0
8: wordCounter ← 1 I we get at least 1 word
9: jumpThreshold ← 1 I we cut at the first considerable score dacay
10: while currJumps < jumpThreshold & wordCounter ≤ 10 do I we keep at most 10
words
11: if |diffGap(gi , gi+1 )| > avgGap & |diffGap(gi+1 , gi+2 )| > avgGap &
diffGap(gi , gi+1 ) > 0 > diffGap(gi+1 , gi+2 ) then
12: currJumps = currJumps + 1
13: end if
14: wordCounter = wordCounter + 1
15: end while
16: return wordCounter
we obtain a set of articles, ranked by the relevance computed by the Wikipedia search
engine.4 For all q ∈ Q, there exists a (possibly empty) set Rq of relevant articles for q.
We define iq(x) ∈ [0, |Rq| − 1] as the index of each article x ∈ Rq, and then we define
the article weight as follows:
wq(x) =
{ |Rq|−iq(x)
|Rq| x ∈ Rq
0 otherwise.
(5.5)
We combine all resulting articles in order to obtain a final set X with distinct entries
as follows:
w(x) =
∑
q∈Q
w(q) · wq(x). (5.6)
Therefore, for a query q ∈ Q and an article x ∈ X, wq(x) = 0⇔ x /∈ Rq, hence the
query q does not change the final score of x. Also, the higher the number of queries
with x ∈ Rq, the higher the weight w(x) will be.
5.2.2.2 Category selection
As second phase, in order to have a set of possible topics to associate with the short
text, we extract a set of Wikipedia categories. The selection is based on the cate-
gories associated to each Wikipedia article selected in the previous step (the categories
related to an article are listed at the bottom of every Wkipedia page, as described by
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Searching#Search_engine_properties
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Figure 5.3: Workflow of the enrichment process.
Wikipedia guidelines), but we also exploit the Wikipedia category graph. The Wikipedia
categories graph is organized so that each category is connected with each of its sub-
categories; therefore, the distances between nodes also represent the semantic relation
values. More precisely, we selected 3 subsets of macro-categories in English language
to properly classify the tweets extracted for the experimental evaluation with different
levels of granularity. We first selected a set of 20 categories based on the popularity
and the extensive use made in software platforms that offer applications, web pages, or
multimedia contents to users, in order to have a set that can represent what users are
interested in, and therefore most likely discuss on the web and especially on social net-
works. Then, we aggregated them, based on their semantic affinities, to obtain a smaller
set composed of 12 categories, and again to get set with 5 categories. This choice is
driven by the fact that we want to study the enrichment effectiveness on different set of
categories. The 3 category sets are listed in Table 5.2.
More formally, the categorization process is as follows. Let G = (C,E) the categories
graph, where C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} is the set of all categories, and E the set of directed
edges. We say that there exists eci,cj ∈ E ⇔ cj isSubcategoryOf ci. Let L ⊂ C be
one of the set of macro-categories selected for text categorization, listed previously in
Table 5.2. Let x ∈ X be an article extracted during the previous phase, we define
Cx ⊂ C, the set of categories directly related to the article, as our starting set. Then,
for each ci ∈ Cx, we define Cci ⊂ C, the set of categories reachable with a path from ci.
We are interested in just few of those, specifically if they are in our selected set (namely,
L), therefore Lci = Cci ∩ L.5 At this point we have restricted L to Lci , and we denote
by li the labels extracted form Lci as follows:
li = l ∈ Lci : sp(l, ci) = min
l∈Lci
sp(l, ci), (5.7)
5This set can also be empty. In that case the category ci does not affect the labels detection.
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Category Set 1 Category Set 2 Category Set 3
1. Science 1. Science 1. Technical/scientific disciplines
2. Computer Science
3. Economics 2. Economics & finance
4. Finance
5. Medicine 3. Medicine
6. Meteorology 4. Meteorology
7. Politics 5. Politics 2. Humanities disciplines
(Politics, Law)
8. Literature 6. Literature & philosophy
9. History
10. Philosophy
11. Entertainment 7. Entertainment 3. Fashion art & entertainment
(Hobby, Entertainment)
12. Sports 8. Sports & Engines
13. Engines
(Automobiles,
Auto racing,
Motorcycle sport)
14. Fashion 9. Fashion
15. Photo and Video 10. Multimedia 4. Multimedia
(Photography, Film)
16. Music
17. Videogames
18. Places & free time 11. Places & free time 5. Health & free time
(Tourism, Geography,
Travel)
19. Food and Drink 12. Health
20. Health and Fitness
(Health, Physical fitness)
Table 5.2: Wikipedia categories used in our systems, in English language. The notation
X=(Y,Z,. . .) denotes the category names we made to group categories about related
topics.
where sp(l, ci) is the shortest path from l to ci. The shortest path may not be unique,
so there may be more than one l that satisfies the condition. In that case we keep all
the retrieved categories. Let Lx the set of li ∈ L selected with this approach, we define
the category relevance value as follows:
r(l) = n(l) · 1
sp(l)
, (5.8)
where sp(l) is the mean length of all shortest paths from l to the associated categories,
and n(l) the number of these categories. By selecting the category with the max r(l)
we get the most relevant one for that article,6 as follows:
lx = l ∈ Lx : r(l) = max
l∈Lx
r(l). (5.9)
By repeating this process for each extracted article we obtain the set LX of all the
categories which potentially represent the topic discussed in the short text. We define
a new ranking function for categories to select the most relevant as follows:
∀l ∈ LX , r′(l) =
∑
x∈Xl
w(x), (5.10)
where Xl ⊂ X is the set of articles with the specific category l, and w(x) the weight
of article x ∈ X. With this final ranked list, by selecting the first category, with the
highest relevance score, we obtain the topic that is the best match for the analyzed short
6The category with max value may not be unique. In that case we keep all the categories with max
value.
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Figure 5.4: Workflow of the categorization process.
text. However, we prefer to keep a set of 3 categories (at most), with related relevance
scores, in order to analyze eventual subtopics discussed in the text. Figure 5.4 shows an
overall representation of the categorization process.
5.3 Extensive Study on Short Text Enrichment
5.3.1 Collections, Datasets, and Methods
To evaluate the impact of different enrichment strategies and the news properties on
the categorization process we selected a set of three document collections, as enrichment
source, and we defined two tweets sources to compose proper short text datasets for
each experiment. The three collections have been selected from well known institution
and research groups in order to have document sources structured, well known, and
certified. The two tweets sources have been designed to provide two natures of short
texts which differ in comprehensibility of text, ease of reading, presence of acronyms
and/or neologisms and number of words, in order to have a first data source with tweets
easier to categorize, and a second one with more problematic short texts. We used a
Python wrapper [5] around the official Twitter API [7] to retrieve tweets, in order to
compose datasets of 1000 randomly selected short texts to enrich and categorize for each
test. In the following paragraphs we describe in details the three collections, then we
define two tweets sources used to compose the datasets needed for each experiment, and
finally we explain the metodologies we adopt to benchmark the experiments.
Collections: We use three different document collections in order to have several
offline sets of articles extracted from news, blogs, forums, etc. to use as enrichment
source. They differ in number and kind of documents included, and also in what prop-
erties characterize them. The first collection is NTCIR Temporal Information Access
2012 (Temporalia), which uses a web corpus, called ”LivingKnowledge news and blogs
annotated subcollection”, constructed by the LivingKnowledge project and distributed
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by Internet Memory. The collection is ~20GB uncompressed and over 5GB zipped. It
spans from January 2011 to December 2013 and contains around 2M documents col-
lected from about 1500 different blogs and news sources. The data is split into 970
files, named after the date of that day and some information about its sources (there
might be more than one file per day). The second used collection is Knowledge Base
Acceleration 2012 (KBA), which is part of TREC tasks and challenges. We used the
third stream corpora, provided by the KBA institution, composed of ~930GB of text
from news, blogs, forums, and social networks; around 20M documents. It spans from
October 2011 to May 2013. The third collection is SignalMedia dataset for NewsIR’16
workshop (SignalMedia), which were originally collected by Moreover Technologies (one
of Signal’s content providers) from a variety of news sources for a period of 1 month
(1-30 September 2015). It contains 1 million articles that are mainly English, but they
also include non-English and multi-lingual articles. Sources of these articles include
major ones, such as Reuters, in addition to local news sources and blogs. Table 5.3
shows all details about the three collections, illustrating name, size in terms of number
of documents and bytes in memory, kind of documents, and the timespan the articles
cover.
Table 5.3: The three news collections used in the experiments
Acronym Name # of docs/ size kind of docs Timespan
Temporalia NTCIR Temporala ~2M / ~20GB blogs, news Jan2011 – Dec2013
Information Access 2012
KBA Knowledge Baseb ~20M / ~930GBc blogs, news, Oct2011 – May2013
Acceleration 2012 forums, social
SignalMedia SignalMedia dataset ford ~1M / ~1GB blogs, news Sep2015
NewsIR’16 workshop
ahttp://ntcirtemporalia.github.io/NTCIR-12/collection.html
bhttp://trec-kba.org/
cData extracted from the 3rd stream corpora http://s3.amazonaws.com/
aws-publicdatasets/trec/kba/index.html
dhttp://research.signalmedia.co/newsir16/signal-dataset.html
Figure 5.5 shows a representation of the three collections distributed over time and
tweets as short texts to analyze. The different experiments related to research question
Q2 are depicted with colored arrows in order to show how tweets and documents from
the same temporal context are used. The Volume test, highlighted in orange, aims to
compare the categorization results with samples of news from the same collection but
with different sizes; the Variety test, in green, compares results among news samples
with same cardinality but with different kinds of news; the Structure test, in red, aims
to analyze samples composed of different news components; and the Freshness test, in
purple, exploits news from the same collection but in different years. The figure shows
only some examples; the details of all the experiments are described in the next section.
On the other hand, for the group of experiments related to research question Q1 we
use Google Search Engine to retrieve web pages as documento source for the defined
enrichment tasks.
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Figure 5.5: News collections distribution with properties based tests
Data Source 1: We selected a popular Twitter account for each of the 20 cate-
gories described in Section 5.2 in order to have short texts which span on different topics
and cover the most common and discussed arguments. We are aware that not all the
tweets of an account are related to the same topic, indeed for instance a politician could
talk about only politics, instead a newspaper could argue on different topics. However,
we used this approach to be able to provide a dataset of short texts as heterogeneous
as possible. Table 5.4 shows all the account names with related categories. The link
between the two has been defined by analyzing what makes famous the chosen account,
for instance Spotify is a well known music platform therefore the best match is with the
Music category.
Using the Data Source 1 we extracted a set of 50 random tweets from each account
in order to compose a dataset with 1000 short texts. This dataset is suitable for bench-
marking the different enrichment strategies in a heterogeneous environment with not
only particular or critical texts, but with also “well formed” expressions.
Data Source 2: We selected a set of 7 popular Twitter accounts of very active
users, famous in different fields, which often post tweets which contain problematic texts,
not well formed, therefore not easy to categorize. We chose this kind of critical short
texts because they are very representative of what is the common style of writing in social
networks used by ordinary people who also discuss personal events or publish opinions
on recent facts, which therefore differs from an editorial style, used by newspapers for
instance. On this basis we selected David Cameron for Politics, Harry Kane for Sport,
Bill Gates for Science, Neil Patrick Harris for Entertainment, Rihanna for Music, Jamie
Oliver for Food & Drinks, and Donald Trump to have a very active user with provoking
and/or aggressive tweets (due to his impact in recent events). Table 5.5 lists the selected
accounts with related categories.
We extracted several sets of tweets from each account in specific time windows in
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Table 5.4: Data Source 1 - Twitter accounts and related categories.
Twitter account Category: [Wikipedia categories]
wired Science: [Science]
linuxfoundation Computer science: [Computer science]
TheEconomist Economics: [Economics]
business Finance: [Finance]
RedCross Medicine: [Medicine]
weatherchannel Meteorology: [Meteorology]
BBCPolitics Politics: [Politics & Law]
OliverBooks Literature: [Literature]
britishmuseum History: [History]
OUPPhilosophy Philosophy: [Philosophy]
IMDb Entertainment: [Hobbies & Entertainment]
sportingnews Sports: [Sports]
AutoMotoWorld Engines: [Automobiles & Auto racing & Motorcycle sport]
Fashionista com Fashion: [Fashion]
20thcenturyfox Photo & Video: [Photography & Film]
Spotify Music: [Music]
E3 Video games: [Video games]
NatGeoTravel Places: [Tourism & Geography & Travel]
jamieoliver Food & drink: [Food and drink]
FitnessMagazine Health & fitness: [Health & Physical exercise]
order to build datasets composed of 1000 random short texts, according to the tests we
planned to run and described in the next sections. Using Data Source 2 we are able
to build datasets more difficult to categorize therefore more suitable to benchmark how
different collections properties affect the enrichment phase and consequently impact the
categorization results.
Table 5.5: Data Source 2 - Twitter accounts and related categories.
Twitter account Category: [Wikipedia categories]
David Cameron Politics: [Politics & Law]
HKane Sports: [Sports]
BillGates Science: [Science]
ActuallyNPH Entertainment: [Hobbies & Entertainment]
rihanna Music: [Music]
jamieoliver Food & Drink: [Food & Drink]
realDonaldTrump Politics: [Politics]
Methods: In order to measure the effectiveness of the enrichment strategies and
the impact of the collections properties, we carried out several expert evaluations over
sub-samples extracted from the previously defined short texts datasets.
We used our proposed system described in Section 5.2 for the categorization of short
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texts which provides, as final outcome, a list of categories extracted from Wikipedia
category tree. The system, which analyzes texts, enriching and categorizing them, is
suitable for benchmarking the enrichment phase relying on the evaluation of the text
categorization. The choice of using only our system is driven by the fact that other
systems in the literature are less flexible and suitable to the experiments at the basis
of our studies. Techniques based on machine learning approaches need a training set,
time and resources for the training process, and also they result to be dependent on the
domain of the dataset in which they made training. Moreover, they are not comparable
with our system. Our approach does not rely on pre-processed structures, short texts
sources, or elements like hyperlinks, hashtags, etc., therefore it is more flexible, it does
not suffer from the cold start of the problem, and it is more oriented to be used on real
world applications.
The texts have been submitted to our proposed system with different settings and
news collections according to the tests described in the following Section 5.3.2 and
Section 5.3.3. For each test, in order to assess the impact of the enrichment process,
the set of categories yielded by the system has been evaluated by expert users. The
latter assigned a relevance judgment indicating how the categories properly represent
the topics discussed in the tweet as follows:
• 0 - Not relevant : The category has no relation with the topics discussed in the
short text.
• 1 - Relevant : The category either is related to the main topic discussed in the
short text, or it represents a secondary topic.
• 2 - Highly relevant : The category properly represents the main topic discussed in
the short text.
The expert users during the evaluation assigned a relevance score r ∈ {0, 1, 2} to
each category provided by the system for each short text. This approach is similar to
the experimental evaluation carried out in [80]. In general we repeat the evaluation over
3 different samples composed of 100 tweets each. In particular for the tests which need
multiple sampling, we run the evaluation several times, with news samples randomly
rebuilt each time, where we used only a portion of the entire collection. We kept
the average ratings obtained with different sub-collections, avoiding bias due to the
random set of news. Specifically we run the evaluation 1, 3, or 5 times depending on
the sample size, approximating the average ratings to the nearest integer value. The
nature of short texts posted online led us to often have short texts with more than
one category as representation of the topics discussed. On this basis, the expert users
specify what category is the best representation of the main topic discussed in each short
text, a possible second category as secondary topic, and a possible third one, in order
to provide a “Ground Truth” for the evaluation phase. The category set used for the
following experiments is the one composed of 20 categories, defined by us and illustrated
in Table 5.2. To evaluate our results, we used the relevance judgments to compare the
provided categories with the ones indicated as Ground Truth. We then calculated some
standard IR metrics, such as Precision (P) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG). These two specific metrics allow us to compare the different settings in the
experiments under the two points of views we are interested in. We want to know if
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the first category provided is the proper main topic discussed in the short text, thus we
use Precision to measure that aspect. Secondly, we want a global score which considers
also the possible second and third categories provided as secondary topics. The nature
of Twitter texts makes them most likely dense of argumentations, often with more than
one topic, therefore NDCG is fit for the purpose. We then defined the benchmarks as
follows in the next sections.
5.3.2 Experiments on Enrichment Strategies
In this section we describe all tests which aim to analyze the different enrichment strate-
gies. In particular in the following sections we define the experiments setups and we
illustrate the results related to the first research question Q1 introduced in Section 5.1.1.
5.3.2.1 Enrichment Experiment
Setup We design this test to compare the effectiveness of the three different sys-
tem strategies for enrichment terms combination, No-enrich, Append, and Merge, as
described in Section 5.2.1.1. We define “Experiment 1a” and “Experiment 1b” to run
two different analyses on different enrichment sources. With Experiment 1a we focus on
news articles provided by the offline datasets introduced in Section 5.1.2, with Experi-
ment 1b we run the analysis using online news extracted with Google search engine as
documents source. The 2 experiments are defined as follows:
Exp 1a: Tweets posted in whole range 2012-2013, offline categorized with Temporalia,
KBA, and SignalMedia complete datasets, used together as a single source to exploit
the strength of all documents included, with No-enrich, Append, and Merge approaches.
Exp 1b: Tweets posted in whole range 2013-2016, online categorized with Google search
engine, with No-enrich, Append, and Merge approaches.
Results Table 5.6 shows the average NDCG and P@1 scores obtained by the three
compared system strategies with offline and online news. It is clear how there is a
considerable improvement when the system exploits the enrichment source; the help of
external knowledge results useful for both tests 1a and 1b. In particular we can observe
how the Merge approach seems better than Append, probably due to the embedded
“cleaning” phase which reduces the number of terms non strictly related to the original
analyzed short text keeping only a low number of word high semantic value for that
purpose.
Table 5.6: Enrichment impact: Average NDCG and P@1.
1a - Offline 1b - Online
Approach NDCG P@1 NDCG P@1
No-enrich 0.473 0.263 0.580 0.393
Append 0.533 0.340 0.711 0.527
Merge 0.553 0.380 0.720 0.560
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Moreover, during the analysis of the results of this experiment, we observed that
in some cases the Append approach performed better than Merge. The reason behind
this issue could be due to the nature of the documents used in the enrichment phase,
because with some texts probably to use different kind of documents, or documents with
different properties, could lead us to get different results. On this basis we investigate
deeper on this aspect in the set of experiments described in Section 5.3.3. We kept the
Merge approach as general setting for terms combination, for the next experiments, due
to its better overall performance.
5.3.2.2 Cut-Off Experiment
Setup An important phase to analyze in an enrichment process is the cut-off
methodology used to get a limited set of new terms to add to the original text. We
define “Experiment 2” to compare the simpler approach based on a fixed number of
terms, with a threshold-based one, and with a more sophisticated dynamic technique,
as described in Section 5.2.1.2 as Fixed, Threshold, andDynamic. The Experiment 2 is
defined as follows:
Exp 2: Tweets posted in whole range 2013-2016, online categorized with Google search
engine, with Fixed, Threshold, andDynamic approaches.
Results Table 5.7 shows the results of Experiment 2, with average NDCG and
P@1 values for each compared Cut-Off approach. The highest values for Dynamic Cut-
Off highlight how every text enrichment needs a different analysis in order to get the
right set of new terms, and there is no fixed number suitable for each case. Neither
the threshold-based approach, which exploits the relevance score got by the terms in
our system, allows to improve the performance considerably, indeed we got just a little
increment on both the average NDCG and P@1 values.
Table 5.7: Cut-Off impact: Average NDCG and P@1.
Approach NDCG P@1
Fixed 0.692 0.557
Threshold 0.695 0.570
Dynamic 0.754 0.607
The results discovered with this test led us to add the Dynamic Cut-Off to the
list of settings to take in care in order to get higher performance, and suggest that it
is reasonable to further investigate in that direction studying other different dynamic
methodologies.
5.3.2.3 Category Tree Experiment
Setup We define “Experiment 3” to study the performance of text enrichment with
different set of categories as final outcome of our system (sets defined in Table 5.2). Since
we use our proposed categorization process as a tool for evaluating the effectiveness of
the enrichment phase, we want to analyze if there is an improvement regardless of which
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are the details of the categorization phase. We are aware of the fact that increasing the
number of categories causes a worsening in performance of the system making the task
more difficult. On this basis, we want to assess whether the enrichment helps at each
level of categorization and also if it contributes to lessen the performance degradation
by comparing the precision obtained with the other two baseline systems. The first
baseline system (Rnd) is based on a random approach to guess the right category, and
the second one (Crd) is based on the category with the max number of tweets related
to that topic, in order to exploit the maximum cardinality to reduce errors. We want
to measure if our proposed system (Prp) reduces the score degradation thanks to the
embedded enrichment process. The Experiment 3 is defined as follows:
Exp 3: Tweets posted in whole range 2013-2016, online categorized with Google search
engine, with 20 categories, 12 categories, and 5 categories.
Results Table 5.8 illustrates the average NDCG and P@1 scores obtained by our
Prp system categorizing tweets with the three different set of categories. As expected
the highest values have been obtained with the lowest number of categories, and both
the scores decrease when the number of categories increases. In particular, our Prp
system obtained a precision level similar to state-of-art solutions without the help of
supervised approaches like, e.g., [80]. Therefore, we investigate deeper by looking at the
details of the precision scores.
Table 5.8: Category Tree impact: Average NDCG and P@1.
Approach NDCG P@1
5 categories 0.894 0.707
12 categories 0.845 0.653
20 categories 0.808 0.603
In Table 5.9 we can see the precision scores obtained by the three compared systems
in three different levels of precision: P@1, to benchmark how much the systems provided
the right category as first proposed category, namely a category evaluated with a “2”
by users (as defined in Section 5.3.1); P@2, to see the systems’ performance when the
right category is in the “top 2” proposed categories; and P@3, to check the “top 3”
categories.
Table 5.9: Category Tree impact: Precision comparison.
# Rnd Crd Prp
Categ. P@1 P@2 P@3 P@1 P@2 P@3 P@1 P@2 P@3
5 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.290 0.540 0.780 0.707 0.937 0.977
12 0.083 0.167 0.250 0.210 0.380 0.510 0.653 0.850 0.930
20 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.170 0.280 0.360 0.603 0.790 0.863
As expected the values of all three metrics for all systems follow the trend we pre-
viously discussed, namely the precision got lower score when we increase the number of
categories. Our proposed system got the highest values compared with the other ones
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at every level of precision and with every number of categories. This fact highlights
how the enrichment process helps to increase the performance at each level providing
considerable contribution which allows to outperform the baseline systems.
Moreover, we analyze the precision score differences between the precision with 5
and 12 categories, and then between 12 and 20, in order to see how the score decays
differ among the systems. In Table 5.10 these details are illustrated, and it is clear
how our system with the enrichment phase keeps the decay in general lower compared
with the other systems. In particular, we can observe how the performance worsening
is reduced when we increase the number of categories, and even when we increase the
number of retrieved categories (as highlighted by the P@2 and P@3 scores).
Table 5.10: Category Tree impact: Performance decay comparison.
Categ. Rnd Crd Prp
step P@1 P@2 P@3 P@1 P@2 P@3 P@1 P@2 P@3
5-12 0.117 0.233 0.350 0.080 0.160 0.270 0.054 0.087 0.047
12-20 0.033 0.067 0.100 0.040 0.100 0.150 0.050 0.060 0.067
5.3.2.4 Type Experiment
Setup “Experiment 4a” and “Experiment 4b” aim to understand how different
kinds of documents affect the enrichment effectiveness, and in particular to study the
impact of news in this scenario where they represent a kind of document strongly related
to what people post on social networks. With the Experiment 4a we analyze news
articles, blog articles, and a mixed sample with the combinations of news and blog
articles, categorized with an offline dataset. Experiment 4b is related to the same
analysis but using an online search engine to retrieve, news articles, blog articles, general
documents from all web, and a sample composed of news and blogs in combination with
reports, scholarly articles, social media posts, forums, and tech articles. The 2 tests are
defined as follows:
Exp 4a: Tweets posted in September 2015, offline categorized with SignalMedia News,
SignalMedia Blogs, and SignalMedia (complete dataset).
Exp 4b: Tweets posted in whole range 2013-2016, online categorized with Google News,
Google Blogs, Google AllWeb, Google Articles7.
Results Table 5.11 shows the results obtained with the offline source of docu-
ments. The average NDCG and P@1 values highlight how the News are more suitable
for the purpose of enriching short text, compared to the Blog articles. Moreover, the
combination of the two decreases a little the performance. This issue is further proof
of how much of the credit goes to News, and the addition of contents from Blogs could
have worsened the global quality of texts.
7The “Article” set of documents is defined by schema.org institution http://schema.org/docs/
full.html
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Table 5.11: Type impact - Offline: Average NDCG and P@1.
4a - Offline
Approach NDCG P@1
News 0.479 0.350
Blogs 0.347 0.223
News+Blogs 0.467 0.313
Table 5.11 shows the results obtained with the online source. Also in this case News
are more effective than Blog articles. The use of all web documents improves the results
compared to News, but the increase is not so much higher than the value obtained with
only news, therefore it is a further confirmation of how important is the role played
by news articles. A remarkable value is obtained by “Articles”, which is the sample
composed of the combination of News, Blogs, with also few other forms of social and
technical articles.
Table 5.12: Type impact - Online: Average NDCG and P@1.
4b - Online
Approach NDCG P@1
News 0.640 0.537
Blogs 0.385 0.283
Articles 0.727 0.630
AllWeb 0.708 0.590
These results confirm the relation between the short text published on social net-
work and the News articles. They suggest to use only this kind of documents in order to
optimize the enrichment phase with a lower number of documents, and related compu-
tation cost, but keeping a considerable effectiveness. On the other hand, we discovered
that there are also other particular kind of documents that would be worth analyzing
in order to study the better performance obtained by “Articles” over News.
5.3.3 Experiments on News Properties
In this section we describe all tests which aim to analyze the different news collection
properties. In particular in the following sections we define the experiments setups and
results related to the second research question Q2 introduced in Section 5.1.1.
5.3.3.1 Volume Experiment
Setup To measure the impact of collections volume we defined 4 tests: “Experi-
ment 5a” and “Experiment 5b” focus on different fractions of documents in a dataset to
use. On the other hand, “Experiment 5c” and “Experiment 5d” study samples with fixed
number of documents with different order of magnitude. We analyzed samples using
news subsets with different cardinality extracted form Temporalia and KBA datasets.
With these experiments we aim to see how changing the amount of news affects the
results, with a comprehensive view from both “percentage” and “order of magnitude”
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point of view; and also if the results will generalize across different collections. The 4
tests are defined as follows:
Exp 5a: Tweets posted in whole 2013, categorized with Temporalia 1%, Temporalia
10% and Temporalia 100%.
Exp 5b: Tweets posted in whole 2013, categorized with KBA 1%, KBA 10% and KBA
100%.
Exp 5c: Tweets posted in whole 2013, categorized with Temporalia 1K news sample,
Temporalia 10K news sample, Temporalia 100K news sample, and Temporalia 1M news
sample.
Exp 5d: Tweets posted in whole 2013, categorized with KBA 1K news sample, KBA
10K news sample, KBA 100K news sample, KBA 1M news sample, and KBA 10M news
sample.
Results Table 5.13 shows the results related to Experiment 5a and 5b. The average
NDCG and P@1 values highlight how for both collections the amount of documents used
is an important property to consider to measure the volume impact. We can observe
a noticeable improvement with Temporalia 100% compared to smaller samples. We
notice a slighter difference between Temporalia 1% and 10%, where the news increase
in number from an order of magnitude 10K to 100K, compared to the other couple of
samples. The same with KBA, where we can observe the most noticeable difference
between KBA 10% and KBA 100%. This fact emphasizes how increasing the sample
sizes has considerable effects on the results only when a certain amount of news is
reached, but we need to deeper analyze different sample sizes in order to understand if
it could be a unique and fixed number, or rather, it depends on the dataset.
Table 5.13: Volume impact - Percentage of documents: Average NDCG and P@1.
Sample NDCG P@1
Temp 1% 0.254 0.117
Temp 10% 0.294 0.142
Temp 100% 0.403 0.223
KBA 1% 0.361 0.200
KBA 10% 0.395 0.239
KBA 100% 0.436 0.263
The results related to Experiment 5c and 5d are illustrated in Table 5.14, where
it is possible to see how the order of magnitude of the document samples affects the
results at every step for both datasets Temporalia and KBA. With Temporalia, the most
significant improvement has been detected from 100K to 1M, instead with KBA the best
improvement is from 1M to 10M. These results are aligned with what discovered with
Experiment 5a and Experiment 5b, where we learned that in any case we need to go
over the 10% of documents, and suggest us that reaching the 50% of a dataset allows
us to get the first significant increase in performance.
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In general, increasing the number of documents seems to improve the results, but
this particular fact raises interesting issues concerning the “nature” of the dataset, and
led us to investigate on other properties which make a dataset more o less suited to be
used as enrichment source.
The diverse impact of Temporalia and KBA is probably also due to other factors than
the only difference in size. Of course the same percentage, applied to collections with
very different sizes, yields sets of extracted documents whose cardinality is very different;
whence we can also expect a different variety of such sets. Moreover, for instance,
KBA does not fully cover year 2013, whence the effectiveness could be affected by the
publishing date of the analyzed short texts. Such aspects are taken into consideration
in the remaining experiments.
Table 5.14: Volume impact - Order of magnitude of documents: Average NDCG and
P@1.
Sample Average NDCG P@1
Temp 1K 0.210 0.083
Temp 10K 0.235 0.095
Temp 100K 0.283 0.128
Temp 1M 0.335 0.197
KBA 1K 0.276 0.104
KBA 10K 0.294 0.147
KBA 100K 0.358 0.194
KBA 1M 0.384 0.206
KBA 10M 0.421 0.250
5.3.3.2 Variety Experiment
Setup “Experiment 6a” and “Experiment 6b” aim to measure how the variety of
news inside a collection could impact the enrichment phase and consequently the cat-
egorization process. We use two approaches to obtain a measure of variety, which is
of course a delicate concept. First, the two used collections Temporalia and KBA are
composed respectively of news from 2 and 4 different sources, as explained in Table 5.3,
therefore it is reasonable to assume that KBA has more variety than Temporalia. Sec-
ond, we seek anyway for a more quantitative comparison and we compute the term
frequency for each term, after stopword removal, in: (i) a sample composed of 400K
random news from Temporalia, (ii) a sample of 400K random news from KBA, and (iii)
a mixed sample composed of 200K news from Temporalia and 200K news from KBA.
We represent the three samples with their frequency distributions, and we compare
each pair of distributions using the Jensen-Shannon Divergence to have an indicator of
“distance” JSD.
Table 5.15 shows the comparison values obtained by each couple of term frequency
distribution with the Jensen-Shannon Divergence. Analyzing the JSD values it is clear
that the variety of the samples follow this rule: Temp < KBA < Temp + KBA.
The highest JSD value, got by the samples Temp and KBA+Temp indicates that their
distribution are the most distant, and it reflects what we expected because Temporalia
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is the dataset with less variety and KBA+Temp has the highest variety due to the
combination of the two datasets.
With Experiment 6a we analyze news samples with the same cardinality from dif-
ferent collections and from a time window equals to 1 month, in order to see the effects
of changing news varieties in a short period of time. With the Experiment 6b we focus
on a time window equals to 6 months, to study if on a wider time window we have the
same effects we get on only 1 month. The 2 tests are defined as follows:
Exp 6a: Tweets posted in January 2013, categorized with Temporalia Jan 2013 (60K
news sample), KBA Jan 2013 (60K news sample) and Temporalia+KBA Jan 2013
(30K+30K news sample).
Exp 6b: Tweets posted in the second half of 2012, categorized with Temporalia Jul-
Dec 2012 (400K news sample), KBA Jul-Dec 2012 (400K news sample) and Tempo-
ralia+KBA Jul-Dec 2012 (200K+ 200K news sample).
Table 5.15: Variety analysis with Jensen-Shannon divergence on the term frequency
distributions.
Temp Jul-Dec ’12 KBA Jul-Dec ’12
KBA Jul-Dec ’12 0.0045825 -
Temp+KBA Jul-Dec ’12 0.0053596 0.0031857
Results Table 5.16 shows how the variety of news inside the analyzed samples
affects the enrichment effectiveness. For both experiments there is a noticeable differ-
ence among the samples which highlights how increasing the variety of news allows to
improve the final categorization also on different time windows. The differences between
Temporalia and KBA are higher in Experiment 6a, where the time window is smaller.
This fact highlights how important is to increase the variety of news in order to improve
the set of words to use as text enrichment, especially when the dataset is small.
Table 5.16: Variety impact: Average NDCG and P@1.
6a - 1 month 6b - 6 months
Sample Average NDCG P@1 Average NDCG P@1
Temp 0.316 0.159 0.460 0.227
KBA 0.427 0.236 0.475 0.327
Temp+KBA 0.465 0.279 0.566 0.357
5.3.3.3 Structure Experiment
Setup Another aspect we consider is if there is a structural component of the news,
e.g. title or content, that could be more effective for the enrichment purpose. “Exper-
iment 7a” and “Experiment 7b” aim to compare the effectiveness of the enrichment
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phase exploiting terms from (i) only the news title, (ii) only the news content, (iii) from
both components weighted 50% each.8
To run further analysis on this aspect we built an “artificial” news title composed of
words form the news content, with different cardinalities: the same one of the original
title (N), twice (2N), four times (4N), and an artificial title with all content terms
with duplicated removed (MAX). Based on this approach we define “Experiment 7c”9
to study if the different writing style between the two news components affects the
effectiveness, and how the number of terms from contents impact the results. It is
important to point out that using the entire news content involves duplicated terms
that are emphasized during the retrieval process with the search engine, thus giving a
higher contribution to the identification of important terms. The 3 tests are defined as
follows:
Exp 7a: Tweets posted in whole 2013, categorized with Temporalia 2013 Titles, Tem-
poralia 2013 Contents, and Temporalia 2013 weighted Titles+Contents.
Exp 7b: Tweets posted in whole 2012, categorized with KBA 2012 Titles, KBA 2012
Contents, and KBA 2012 weighted Titles+Contents.
Exp 7c: Tweets posted in whole 2013, categorized with Temporalia 2013 Artificial
Titles N, 2N, 4N, MAX.
Results Table 5.17 shows the results with different news components, on both
Temporalia and KBA datasets. In both cases using only the title we obtained the worst
performance, and even in combination with the content the title has a bad effect.
Table 5.17: Structure impact - Components comparison: Average NDCG and P@1.
7a - Temp 7b - KBA
Sample NDCG P@1 NDCG P@1
Titles 0.258 0.127 0.371 0.207
Contents 0.313 0.153 0.399 0.287
Titles+Contents 0.260 0.150 0.395 0.253
On this basis the news content seems to be the best container of good terms to use as
enrichment source, but by analyzing the result of Experiment 7c, depicted in Table 5.18,
we can observe how the performance decreases when the length of the artificial title is
2N, then a minimal improvement with 4N, and finally a slightly larger score when all
news content is used. The results suggest that the frequency of terms in the news content
plays an important role in the selection of the most suitable terms for the enrichment,
perhaps by discarding a lot of noise due to a large amount of terms with lower weight.
8We used Solr search platform based on Lucene IR system.
9Experiment 7c run over only Temporalia dataset as the only one with the structured data for that
purpose.
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Table 5.18: Structure impact - Artificial titles comparison: Average NDCG and P@1.
Sample NDCG P@1
N 0.122 0.053
2N 0.114 0.047
4N 0.117 0.050
MAX 0.126 0.040
5.3.3.4 Freshness Experiment
Setup To benchmark how the news freshness is important we performed 2 exper-
iments, “Experiment 8a”, “Experiment 8b”, based on different news ”aging” run on
different collections. These tests aim to analyze the difference between enriching the
tweets with news extracted from different time windows increasingly large and distant
from the tweet posting date. We call contextualized sample a set of news with dates
with this kind of temporal relation with the analyzed short text. The 2 tests are defined
as follows:
Exp 8a: Tweets posted in whole 2012, categorized with Temporalia 2011-2012 - con-
textualized in a time window equal to 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and 12
months.
Exp 8b: Tweets posted in whole 2012, categorized with KBA 2011-2012 - contextualized
in a time window equal to 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months.
Results Table 5.19 shows the results related to Experiment 8a and 8b. By looking
at the average NDCG and P@1 scores related to the test on Temporalia, it is possible
to notice how the news freshness affected the results effectiveness decreases when the
news get older, especially going from 1 week to 1 month. Temporally contextualized
news allow us to get the best effectiveness.
By analyzing the average NDCG and P@1 scores related to Experiment 8b on KBA,
we can observe a similar trend in performance which decreases due to the news “aging”
effect. A noticeable fact to observe is how, even if there is a worsening in performance
with larger time windows, there is an increase with 12 month-old news. This is probably
due to the well known cyclical nature of the news.
As revealed from the previous tests in this section, tests on different datasets could
be subject to the effect of other properties, therefore in this case the KBA Volume
and/or Variety could be some of the factors behind this difference. In general these tests
highlighted how the news freshness considerably affects the results if the documents are
very close to the short text posting time, therefore this is a confirmation of the relation
between the short text published on social network and the recent events.
5.3.4 Final Remarks and Discussions on Short Text Analysis
In this section we want to remark the main results and the most important discoveries
obtained with our experiments on short texts, in order to have an overview of our
studies which allow us to stimulate discussions and new observations. In Table 5.20
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Table 5.19: Freshness impact: Average NDCG and P@1.
8a - Temp 8b - KBA
Sample NDCG P@1 NDCG P@1
1 Week 0.739 0.427 0.623 0.440
1 Month 0.286 0.167 0.302 0.200
3 Months 0.282 0.167 0.305 0.193
6 Months 0.254 0.150 0.294 0.180
12 Months 0.107 0.053 0.333 0.200
we summarize all experiments on short texts listing the subject involved, the aims, the
datasets used in the experiments, and finally the results and observations for each of
them.
Experiment 1 - Enrichment: The enrichment process results to be a useful phase
which contributes in raising the system effectiveness. In particular the Merge approach
got the best scores due to its terms cleaning phase, although in some cases it proved
to be too restrictive. In particular cases, when the enrichment source provided not
so suitable documents, or the text was particularly difficult to categorize, it would be
better to use the Append approach avoiding to discard too many words.
Experiment 2 - Cut-Off: The compared cut-off methodologies showed how each text
generates its new terms list with different relevance score distributions, highlighting how
there is no specific fixed number of terms to keep, or relevance score to use as threshold.
For that reason the Dynamic approach results to be the best, and it seems reasonable
to further investigate in that direction.
Experiment 3 - Category Tree: The proposed approach outperformed the compared
baseline approaches and it placed not so distant from other state-of-the-art systems. The
enrichment phase affected the categorization results with all sets of categories, helping
to slow down the performance degradation when the number of categories increases.
Experiment 4 - Type: News articles used in the enrichment phase got the highest
scores providing the best contribute as enrichment source. Blogs are unable to help
to raise the score when used in conjunction with news, probably due to their limited
or bad contribution. The comparison with AllWeb and Articles highlighted how the
news performance are not so distant from the results got by using AllWeb, proving how
the news play an important role in the document kinds to use as enrichment source.
An interesting finding is the one related to the result obtained by the Articles kind
of documents which got the best scores, and it suggests us to deeper investigate on
what other useful documents could be integrated to further improve the impact of the
enrichment phase.
Experiment 5 - Volume: The number of documents results to be a crucial aspect to
analyze. A low number of documents do not provide sufficient data to improve the orig-
inal short text; indeed, the results related to the dataset percentage highlight how with
the 10% is not enough to reach the critical mass. With the second test, related to order
of magnitude of documents samples, we can confirm that small amounts of data give a
low contribute. The scores obtained by increasing order of magnitude demonstrated how
there is a major increment when the 50% of the dataset is reached for both ones we used
in the study. Moreover, we observed some differences between the two analyzed datasets,
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and in particular KBA got in general higher scores compared to Temporalia. This fact
confirms how the news sets have other properties which characterize the samples and
make the performance different, therefore worth to study.
Experiment 6 - Variety: The variety seems to be a relevant feature to take in care,
indeed on both analyzed time windows it has a considerable impact on the results.
Moreover, the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) confirmed the higher variety for KBA
compared to Temporalia, and even higher when the datasets have been combined. In
particular the results emphasize how the variety difference between Temporalia and KBA
is more noticeable on the small time window, highlighting how with smaller amounts of
data variety has a stronger impact.
Experiment 7 - Structure: The News contents play the most important role as source
of additional texts to exploit, compared to News titles, and even with the weighted
combination of titles with contents. The use of an artificial title composed of the most
frequent words in the content highlights how it is not enough, and how the word scores
obtained using the word frequency is the crucial point.
Experiment 8 - Freshness: The News freshness results to be an important property
to take in consideration; indeed, it has a strong impact when the news publishing time
is close to the short text posting time. Moreover, We discovered a sort of “cyclic effect”
of news on KBA when we use 1-year old news, probably due to the presence of similar
news contents in a similar period of time.
In general the enrichment process on short texts resulted to be a useful phase to
improve the categorization process. The detailed analysis on the various properties
taken into consideration emphasized how there is not a unique best setting to use,
due to some of those not combinable. For instance, if we limit the document types
or freshness, it is difficult to reach the proper volume of document needed to have a
considerable improvement. On the other hand there could be sets of short texts which
do not need big volumes of documents, but the benefits come with more freshness. On
this basis, this study highlighted how it is necessary to define different settings to better
fit the needs of each task. This study provides a sort of guide on the impact which
the different document properties have, and how to combine them to find a proper
setting to use in a real application. Moreover, differently that other solutions proposed
in literature, our categorization approach can be easily integrated as mobile module
to analyze user daily activity, because it does not rely on machine learning techniques
which depend on training processes. It is also not dependant on any structure like
hyperlinks or hashtags, therefore more flexible than other specific system proposed in
other research works, and able to handle short texts from different sources.
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Table 5.20: Overview of experiments results on Short Texts.
Experiment Subject Aims News Dataset Results Observations
1a Enrichment NO-enrich. VS Append VS Merge Temp+KBA Enrichment useful. Merge: sometimes too
Merge: Best approach. strict terms cleaning.
1b Enrichment NO-enrich. VS Append VS Merge Google Enrichment useful. Merge: sometimes too
Merge: Best approach. strict terms cleaning.
2 Cut-Off Threshold VS Dynamic VS Fixed Google Dynamic: Best approach No fixed number of
terms to keep
3 Category Tree P@1,P@2,P@3 on 5,12,20 Categories Google Enrichment phase useful Enrichment helps to reduce
with all category sets the performance decay
4a Type News VS Blogs VS News+Blogs SignalMedia Best doc type: News articles Blogs unable to improve
the performance.
4b Type News VS Blogs VS Web VS Articles Google News plays an important Best doc type: Articles.
role, not so distant from AllWeb Other doc type could be useful
5a Volume Percentage of documents Temporalia Major increment: toward 100% Small amount of data
not sufficient.
5b Volume Percentage of documents KBA Major increment: toward 100% Small amount of data
not sufficient.
5c Volume Order of magnitude of documents Temporalia Major increment: toward 50%
5d Volume Order of magnitude of documents KBA Major increment: toward 50% Higher scores suggest
other properties to study
6a Variety Different sources on 1 month Temp+KBA 1m JSD confirms Temp+KBA > KBA On smaller time window
KBA > Temp Variety has stronger impact
6b Variety Different sources on 6 months Temp+KBA 6m JSD confirms Temp+KBA > KBA
KBA > Temp
7a Structure Title VS Content VS Title+Content Temporalia Content provides best text Title+Content worsened
the performance
7b Structure Title VS Content VS Title+Content KBA Content provides best text Title+Content worsened
the performance
7c Structure Artificial title N,2N,4N,MAX Temporalia Increasing the length has no Word frequency is crucial
considerable effects to build word scores
8a Freshness News “aging” 1w,1m,3m,6m,12m Temporalia Strong impact from
1 week to 1 month
8b Freshness News “aging” 1w,1m,3m,6m,12m KBA Strong impact from “Cyclic effect” with
1 week to 1 month 1-year old news
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6
User Modeling Exploiting Short
Texts
In this chapter we describe our research work related to user modeling exploiting short
texts and network structures, presented in [62]. We introduce our proposed method for
computing user similarity based on a network representing the semantic relationships
between the words occurring in the same tweet and the related topics. We use such
specially crafted network to define several user profiles to be compared with cosine
similarity. This approach relies on the methodologies, studies and proposed system
described in Chapter 5, and aims to further study the effectiveness of enriched data,
having a broader vision analyzing all tweets posted by a user as a whole representation
of his/her interests. We also present a preliminary experimental evaluation on a limited
dataset.
6.1 Network-based User Modeling Exploiting Short
Texts
There is a growing interest in analyzing social networks content to produce user models
and to measure user similarity. The latter has been traditionally exploited in filtering
and recommendation systems, and more recently in web search. A common approach is
to define user similarity by exploiting the graph of the social relationships between users,
such as, friendship, sharing, liking, and commenting on Facebook, following, retweeting,
and favoriting on Twitter. However, this approach has some drawbacks: the resulting
system could be too strictly tailored against a peculiar social network and it may not
easily adapt to other cases; it may fail in representing and comparing “lone” users, i.e.,
people not liking to follow other people or being followed; there might be a cold start
problem. An approach based on social relationships may not be successful where these
are weak or absent, for example messaging systems not relying on a social network.
The approach we present in this chapter is content based, indeed we try to predict
user similarity by relying on contents only. While we focus on Twitter, our approach
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is independent from the specific social network: we do not rely neither on the fol-
lowing/being followed social relationships nor on the peculiar structure of tweets (e.g.,
links, hashtags etc.). In our model each user is represented by a network linking the
words most often posted, and other words from text enrichment procedures, with the
tweets they occur in, and the latter with the topics the user is interested in. Topics are
taken from the category hierarchy of Wikipedia, as explained in the proposed system
described in Chapter 5, but we are free to switch to other equivalent knowledge sources.
The network allows us to evaluate several distinct approaches to users profiling and
similarity.
6.2 Proposed Approach
Our approach has the following overall steps:
1. The words in user’s tweets are collected.
2. Text enrichment is used to add more words to each tweet and to associate topics to
the tweets, obtained from the Wikipedia categories. We distinguish the most specific
from the most generic ones (called macro-topics in the following) on the basis of
Wikipedia category hierarchy.
3. Words, tweets, and topics are used to build the network.
4. Vector-based user profiles are defined, whose components are words weighted by
network centralities.
5. User similarity is computed by using cosine similarity function.
In the following sections all details about the proposed approach are provided.
6.2.1 The Network-Based User Model
We first extract a set of tweets which are the contents posted by selected Twitter ac-
counts, in order to have short texts to enrich and categorize using the methodologies
described in Chapter 5. We then build a network with the set of words related to each
user, with three layers of nodes, similar to those in [45, 93]. We define a first layer of
nodes which represent the original words posted on Twitter and the additional words got
from the enrichment process. Each node into this layer contains the string representing
the word and an ID to identify if it was part of the original ones or those added. The
second layer of this network is composed of nodes that represent tweets, with an ID, and
a timestamp, to allow future temporal network analysis. Each word is connected to the
corresponding tweet where it was published, and added to the network uniquely; there-
fore if a word is already present during the network building, a new edge will be added
to the new tweet, in order to avoid duplicates and consequently emphasize the weight
of that specific word. The third layer is composed of those words extracted during the
labeling process, which represent the topics discussed in a specific tweet. We keep the
relations among Wikipedia categories therefore we have a list of linked words connected
to the related tweet. This structure creates paths from the words, through the tweets,
and the topics, up to the macro-topics, which represent the most generic user interests.
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Then we complete the network structure by assigning a weight to each edge of the
graph. We denote the edge between the word i and the tweet j as ewi,twj , and define
its weight as follows:
ewi,twj = 1/(|twj | − 1), (6.1)
where |twj | is the number of words that compose the tweet twj . With this approach we
emphasize words contained in shorter texts, so as to give higher scores if a word strongly
represents the semantics of the user’s tweet. We consider in the computation also the
new words added by the enrichment process.
The edges that connect tweets with topics, are denoted as etwi,tj , and for the weight
assignment we exploit the relevance scores obtained by the labeling process for the
macro-topics. We propagate their values along the network emphasizing topics more
distant from the macro-topic, in order to give higher weight to nodes that represent a
more specific topic rather than generic ones. The edge weight as computed as follow:
etwi,tj = ctwi · (steps(t, ct) + 1), (6.2)
where steps(t, ct) is the number of steps necessary from the topic t to get its unique
reachable macro-topic ct in the path. And ctwi is the relevance score got by the Wikpedia
macro-topic ct related to that specific topic t and the tweet twi, during the labeling
process.
With this approach the user model highlights the specific user interests, without
losing information about the macro-topics, thanks to the network structure.
The edges between topics, that we denote as eti,tj , have a particular meaning from
the user interest point of view. For each tweet we can extract the topics that deals, but
each topic has a path to a macro-topic which identify the generic interest covered by
the user, therefore we can again propagate the same relevance score to the path with
the same rule previously described. In this way, each time a tweet propagates the score,
we sum the values to raise up the weight of those edges. With this approach we can
highlight the relationship between the specific topics dealed and the “super”-topics in
the path, and define a network structure that makes possible the similarity computation
between users at multiple levels. The final weight for these edges is computed as follows:
eti,tj =
∑
twk∈T
ctwi · (steps(tj , ct) + 1), (6.3)
where T = {tw1, tw2, ..., twk} is the set of all tweets connected with a path to the
topic ti and consequently tj , related to current analyzed edge. We say that there exists
twk ∈ T ⇔ twi isConnectedTo ti.
Figure 6.1 shows an example of network that model a user with words and topics as
nodes and weighted edges.
6.2.2 User Profiling and User Similarity
Before comparing users, we need to define on which data (extracted from the whole
user model) to carry out such comparison, i.e., we must define user profiles. In the
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Figure 6.1: Example of Network-based user model
following we aim at evaluating several kinds of profiles, considering multiple elements,
either separately or together, in order to experiment different points of view.
First, we set a baseline for our remaining approaches: we count only the set of words
originally posted by the user, simply by considering how many times a word is connected
to a tweet, and we repeat the process for the words added by the enrichment process,
and finally for all the words in the network (both originally posted and added). The
score list is normalised to have a final rank list. This step allows us to compare the
sets of words, to evaluate if the enrichment process has led to improvements, i.e., if the
added words with related scores better represent the analysed user.
Then, we build a profile based on the part of the model related to topics and macro-
topics, to focus on the main interests of the user, leveraging on the scores obtained by
the text enrichment and categorization (for the details see Chapter 5). If we want a
coarse-grained profile, we restrict to macro-topics (identifying only the main interests of
the user). Otherwise, we can resort to a fine-grained profile, considering the entire path
of topics with related scores computed according to Formula (6.3). Fig. 6.1 (b) shows a
profile built for a popular Italian Twitter account about politics called “tweetpolitica”.
We selected the first 5 words, with their scores, for each approach described above.
As second step we use network centrality measures, to assign scores to nodes taking
advantage of our network structure and weights. We extract a subnetwork to make a first
computation based only on the relationships between words and added words, and test
the centrality-based profiling. We use both types of words since the enrichment process
added a useful set of new terms to add information about user, while the original words
preserve his/her original style of expression. In particular, we exploit: the strength
centrality to see which are the nodes with higher degree, by analysing the edges weights
(as defined in Section 6.2.1); the eigenvector centrality to emphasize the words often used
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Table 6.1: User profiling based on centralities (user “tweetpolitica”), legend:
s→strength, e→eigenvector, b→betweenness, w→original words, e→enriched words
s (w+e) e (w+e) b (w+e) s (topics) e (topics) b (topics)
1 August 1 August 1 Italy 1 Pol. parties in Italy 1 Politics of Italy 1 Pol. parties in Italy 1
2 Italy .660 Italy .520 August .957 Politics of Italy .897 Pol. parties in Italy .798 Politics of Italy .917
3 politics .451 sole .483 politics .449 Politics by country .598 Politics by country .654 Chronology .500
4 sole .380 politics .466 euro .369 Politics .458 Politics .196 Politics by country .479
5 euro .346 gov. .448 sole .279 Chronology .306 Italian gov. .098 Sport .438
Table 6.2: User similarity comparisons, legend: s→strength, e→eigenvector,
b→betweenness, w→original words, e→enriched words, macro-t.→macro-topics
words w+e enrich. topics macro-t. s (w+e) e (w+e) b (w+e) s (topics) e (topics) b (topics)
matteorenzi - beppe grillo .028 .054 .131 .874 .904 .510 .602 .002 .868 .998 .757
matteorenzi - tweetpolitica .068 .089 .148 .602 .790 .714 .766 .385 .447 .003 .654
matteorenzi - Pontifex it .029 .024 .082 .371 .514 0 .978 0 .308 .003 .610
matteorenzi - SerieA TIM .019 .023 .062 .175 .147 0 .786 0 .271 0 .685
in conjunction with the most used; and the betweenness centrality, to have information
about words often present in tweets (i.e., to highlight the user style of expression). We
adopt the same approach for the subnetwork composed of topics, to build a user profile
based on the user major interests. Table 6.1 shows the final rank lists of terms with
score computation based on network centralities for both words and topics.
Given two user profiles, we compute their similarity score from multiple points of
view, like in the profile building process. For instance, if we consider only the macro-
topics, we can say if two users have in common some general interests. Then, by con-
sidering all topics, we can get more detailed information. The similarity may be also
computed by analysing just the words, to understand how users express their opin-
ions and how they discuss their topics. Someone can use peculiar terms or grammar
constructs to deal with the same topics. Users may satisfy different similarity notions.
On this basis, after focusing on a certain set of data, we build a list of terms with
just those the two users have in common, with related scores. Hence, we build a geo-
metric space defined by the features represented by the terms in common, and users are
represented as vectors into this space. We compare them by using the cosine similarity
function, to compute how “close” the users are.
6.3 Evaluation and Results
Being in a prototypical phase, we carried out an expert evaluation to assess pros and
cons of our method. With a dataset of at least 30 tweets (carefully processed in their
right one-month long temporal context) for each of 17 selected accounts, we built their
user profiles, as described in Section 6.2.2. Then, we computed the cosine similarity over
several couples of accounts to test if our approach properly assigns scores to similar users,
and how the network-based user model provides information at multiple levels (e.g., to
understand if two users have in common just the main topics, if they match deeper, or
if they have a similar style of expression). We compared the account “matteorenzi”, the
Prime Minister of Italy, due to his well defined political focus, to four accounts with
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different similarity w.r.t. him: “beppe grillo”, founder of the Italian political party Five
Star Movement; “tweetpolitica”, the account used in Section 6.2.2 focused on Italian
political news; “Pontifex it”, the account of Pope Francis; and “SerieA TIM”, the top
Italian football competition. Table 6.2 lists such pairs (ordered from the most to least
similar, based on expert evaluation) with the computed similarity scores.
Scores based only on counting the words posted by users are very low, although the
enrichment process has improved the computation. The combined solution (words +
enrich.) seems to be the most reliable due to its mixed composition: enriched words
make users more similar if they talk about the same topic, and the originally posted
ones keep the users’ style of expression. The labelling process provided a set of terms
that well identify the trend of posts. The resulting scores are very high for the first
pair, as we expected, still high for the second one, and lower for the remaining ones. We
notice how “matteorenzi” and “Pontefix it”, apparently not related, have a considerable
score. This fact is due to the nature of texts extracted during the test period; indeed,
both users have talked about topics related to war and Iraq. The topics scores provide
further information: users similar on macro-topics not necessarily are related also on
more specific topics. For instance, the score is lower for the second and third pairs.
As to the network centralities, it is possible to see how the strength on words can
give more semantics to what users post. The first pair, with high similarity got a good
value also for the strength centrality: this fact indicates that the links in the network of
words lead to high scores for both, representing a high correlation on expression. The
users “matteorenzi” and “Pontefix it” have a very low similarity if we consider strength
on word and topics, but an high value on eigenvector for the same reason previously
described. With our approach based on centralities we are able to grasp this kind of
correlation, when users talk about related topics by using different modes of expression or
with different purposes. The high scores for all pairs on betweenness with topics indicate
a high presence of common sub topics. This fact is probably due to the extraction of
“Locations” or “Geographic regions” as topics whenever texts contain names of states,
regardless of their use. This is an issue to take in care for future improvements.
III
Case Study 2: User Movements
Analysis

7
User Movements Analysis
In this chapter we describe our study on user movements analysis, related to our research
works presented in [32, 76, 77]. We introduce a novel approach to address the problem of
places categorization exploiting contextual data to enrich the user locations, in order to
identify the important places visited by users during their daily routines. We present the
two phases of our methodology: during the first phase, a set of candidate stay points is
identified analyzing each user detected position and exploiting contextual data deriving
from GPS-logs and sensors embedded in mobile devices used for tracking; in the second
phase the candidate stay points are categorized by mapping them onto a feature space
having as dimensions the area underlying the stay point, its intensity (e.g., the time
spent in a location) and its frequency (e.g., the number of total visits). We conjecture
that the feature space allows to model aspects/measures that are more semantically
related to users and better suited to reason about their similarities and differences than
simpler physical measures (e.g., latitude, longitude, and timestamp). An experimental
evaluation on the GeoLife public dataset is presented to confirm the effectiveness of our
approach.
7.1 Aims
7.1.1 Definitions
By observing a dataset of users’ movements readings, it is possible to notice some
coordinates where people remain stationary for long time periods, often inside buildings
or delimited areas where they perform their daily activities. We call those locations Stay
Points (SPs), as described and defined in [50]. Theoretically, a stationary user generates
the same location data for all the stay time, i.e. the same point in the geographic space;
we call those places Natural Stay Points, due to the nature of data that does not require
any particular processing to understand the corresponding visited locations. However,
in real situations there are several factors that affect the tracking of user movements.
Due to technology limitations, there may be locations where the position detection is
not possible, or the user moves in a way that the detection result cannot be so accurate.
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Figure 7.1: Stay point types from user positional data
For instance, if we use a GPS, there are places where there is no signal or where the
accuracy is very low due to the transportation mode that varies from underground to
surface. These issues led us to have data generated by several detections which do not
properly match when the user is stationary. Instead, they yielded a group of points
corresponding to a location with a high density of detections within a given (limited)
range. This situation may also occur when users move inside a delimited area, such
as their work place where they may move among offices, or during a walk inside a
mall. As described in [50], for both these latter situations we can compute the mean
point of that cluster of detections in order to determine the user’s stay point. We
call this kind of places Computed Stay Points, since they approximate the original real
locations. Figure 7.1 shows an example of user’s movement readings with the two types
of stay points described above. The process to identify stay points from user movements
readings helps to get the set of visited locations, but neither necessarily all of them are
important for the user [50] nor they provide information. By analyzing just the density of
detections, some locations may be recognized as stay points even if they are not strictly
related to user’s main visited places. Figure 7.2 shows how a road crossing, where users
transit a lot of time during their activities, can generate a geographic region with high
density of detections, and consequently a possible stay point. We call those places False
Stay Points, because they identify locations that do not represent a user activity, and
do not provide important information about user habits and behavior.
On this basis it is clear what kind of locations we consider Important Stay Points,
namely personal places of interest (PPOIs): locations that can help to infer information
about the user who has visited them, in particular the activities that may have been
carried out at each location, the stay time, and how frequently it has been visited.
7.1.2 Challenges
To better understand what are the main problems and difficulties emerging with places
categorization, and consequently importance recognition, we list a set of conceptual
problems presented by the current state-of-the-art solutions. We have also run a prelim-
inary experiment to analyze how much the conceptual problems do appear in practical
scenarios, and which of them are addressed by the existing solutions; we discuss the
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Figure 7.2: The density problem of important places discovering
results in detail in Section 7.2.
A first approach based on density may exploit a spatial subdivision of the territory
where user moved to recognize the most visited locations, and consequently assign an
importance value to them, but, as described in [50], this grid-based solution is affected
by several issues. The cell definition during the spatial subdivision is not a technique
that can be adapted to each case and to each user movement style. As represented in
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 the cell might have a size not appropriate to analyze each user and
each movement, causing the not-proper categorization of PPOIs due to what we call
boundary problem, which might divide them (Figure 7.3), or include more than one of
them (Figure 7.4). So two first conceptual problems are:
P1a: Boundary problem - undersized cells. With a grid based approach, cells can
be too small, and thus wrongly split a stay point.
P1b: Boundary problem - oversized cells. With a grid based approach, cells can
be too large, and thus wrongly identify false stay points that either merge two or more
stay points, or even are created without any real stay point.
The technique used in [50, 110] for stay point computation avoids the static ap-
proach used in the grid-based solution, which mainly analyzes the user movements as
an overview on a map, in favor of a dynamic approach that scans each detected position,
in order to reproduce the user movements and get more information from user behavior.
By using a dataset composed of users’ GPS detected positions, it is possible to avoid
problems related to grid cell size by focusing on defining thresholds, based on space and
time, to recognize when users move and when they remain stationary.
As introduced in Chapter 2, the region surrounding the user position could be ana-
lyzed to extract additional information from related objects; in this case they are other
user positions in the trajectory. For each point in the user trajectory we can exploit the
context to study the user movement.
Let P = {p1, p2, ..., pn} the list of points corresponding to GPS readings ordered by
time of detection, tT the time threshold and dT the distance threshold. By checking
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Figure 7.3: The boundary problem of important places recognition, with too small cells
(P1a)
the time and distance thresholds between the point pi and the point pi+1 it is possible
to know if the user moved or not in that specific delimited geographic region. We call
that space segment, since it approximates the original real user movement between the
two analyzed points. If the user remains stationary (i.e., she does not exceed both the
thresholds), this process can be repeated by keeping fixed pi, scanning the next points
{pi+2, pi+3, ..., pn} and stopping when the thresholds are exceeded, in order to detect
when and where the user changes behavior. At the end of this process it is possible to
compute a Mean Stay Point based on the current set of analyzed points from pi to pi+k,
with 1 ≤ k ≤ (n− i), by calculating the average latitude and longitude of points.
This technique, based on space and time thresholds, is not affected by the issues
related to the cell size, which is dynamically determined, but some problems are still
present (and we will indeed observe its performance in our preliminary experiment in
Section 7.2). On straight and long trajectories, where users move with no particular
changes in speed, the dynamic approach performs a scanning which, after a certain
number of points, computes a stay point based on the exceeded thresholds, i.e. the
mean of points in the analyzed segment, and it repeats this process for all the trajectory
length, thereby determining a set of consecutive false stay points. Figure 7.5 shows an
example of this issue displaying a path between two important places segmented with
false stay points. We call this problem:
P2: segmentation problem - constant speed. A trajectory between two distant
important places is divided into several segments defined by the computed false stay
points.
Other works in the literature [15, 107] introduce other parameters to use and improve
the previous approach and minimize the segmentation problem. In particular they use
new thresholds based on user speed, acceleration and even heading change, in order to
better understand user behavior. More precisely, speed and acceleration thresholds are
used in the same way as those about space and time, i.e., as soon as they are exceeded,
the scanning process stops in order to compute the stay point. The heading threshold
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Figure 7.4: The boundary problem of important places recognition, with too large cells
(P1b)
on the other hand is used in the opposite way: a constant heading indicates a movement
from a SP to the next one. However, also with these approaches potentially there are
some difficulties to avoid the computation of false stay points (and our preliminary
experiment confirms that). For example, if a user moves with a high speed for a long
time, i.e. while driving on an highway, she still exceeds the speed threshold, and after
a certain amount of time the other ones, causing again the segmentation problem.
Whence, fixed thresholds may not be suitable for all user movements; indeed, some
settings perfectly tuned for some users may be very wrong for others. As we will see in
Section 7.4, by changing the thresholds values we observed how the recognition process
varied the granularity (i.e., the number and the density of stay points) of the result,
providing different set of stay points. This issue causes the computation of false stay
points if the thresholds are not properly set considering the current user movements
to analyze. User activities which involve several vehicles and in wider areas generate
different datasets compared to users that move in small regions and mainly with one
mode of transportation; whence the need of different analysis. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show
two examples where wrong thresholds raise the two last problems:
P3a: Fixed thresholds problem - slow speed. In Figure 7.6, it is possible to see
how a region (delimited by the circle) where user moved with very slow speed, differently
from the rest of the tracked movement, makes the threshold-based techniques unable
to properly categorize the PPOIs, due to a too high threshold for the current tracked
movement. Indeed, as soon as the speed exceeds the related threshold (changing from
slow to high again), the whole slow speed region inside the circle will be processed in
the same way of a walk inside a building, therefore generating a single false stay point.
Moreover, the latter, whose position is the result of a mean of the coordinates of all the
points inside the circle, can also be put in a totally wrong place, w.r.t. the progress of
the path in the region.
P3b: Fixed thresholds problem - high speed. On the other hand, Figure 7.7 shows
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Figure 7.5: The segmentation problem of important places recognition (P2)
how regions with high speed (higher than the threshold set), in a trajectory between two
locations, generate false stay points, again due to a not proper threshold value setup.
7.1.3 Motivations and Research Questions
The motivations behind this study are mainly related to difficulties emerging with the
analysis of movements and places, which are based on data generated by users, manually
or automatically with mobile devices. Raw data need several processing phases in order
to clean noise, fix some detection, aggregating similar data, and finally get the set of
positions which characterize an important place or a path between two of them. On this
basis we want to study different approaches on movements analysis, in order to adopt
the most effective one. We want to see the role of context in this domain, by analyzing
how data of different nature, and from different sources, could be used as enrichment to
impact the movements analysis, and in particular the important places categorization.
Finally, we aim at investigating on how important is the new information obtained using
data enrichment to better understand user habits.
More specifically, we focus on the following Research Questions:
Q1: What is the proper approach to enrich and analyze user movements data to un-
derstand habits?
Q1.1: Is it sufficient to use a static approach with an overview over data, or is
it more suitable a dynamic methodology to scan each position and analyze
current context?
Q1.2: How it is reasonable to cut-off the additional data from context? Dynami-
cally computed thresholds are preferred over fixed ones?
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Figure 7.6: The thresholds problem of important places recognition, the slow-speed issue
(P3a)
Figure 7.7: The thresholds problem of important places recognition, the costant-speed
issue (P3b)
Q2: How the nature of the enrichment data affect the results?
Q2.1: What kinds of contextual data are the most relevant to be used as addi-
tional data?
Q2.2: Are all contextual data useful or there is some of those which could ad-
versely impact the performance?
Q3: How important is the role of enrichment in terms of providing new information?
Q3.1: Is it possible to exploit contextual data to define new features to better
describe user movements and habits?
Q3.2: Does the new information help to address the problems related to move-
ments and places analysis, described in Section 7.1.2?
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7.2 Preliminary Experiment
In order to understand the impact of problems described in Section 7.1.2 on real world
user movements, and the effectiveness of the most used approaches in the literature, we
have planned two evaluation tasks. The first one is based on an in-house dataset. Indeed,
we built a mobile application (in two versions, for both iOS and Android smartphones) to
gather real movement data from people. Basically, we needed a sequence of GPS points
consisting in latitude, longitude, speed, timestamp and accuracy, to have a trajectory
that represents how and where user moved. We have chosen a sample of 13 (Italian)
users in order to collect a sufficient amount of GPS detections during 4 days of common
daily activity. The second evaluation task involved the same group of 13 users, but
on 4 days of movements related to 13 maps (one for each user) taken randomly from
the GeoLife dataset [109]. The latter has been collected in (Microsoft Research Asia)
GeoLife project by 182 users in a period of over three years (from April 2007 to August
2012: for the details see [11]).
Designing the two tasks, we paid attention to have different types of behavior, from
frequent home-work travels to routines very stationary, also with different modes of
transportation, e.g. motorized vehicles, bicycle, walk. We have estimated to collect
(for the in-house task) and to choose (for the GeoLife task) data for 4 days for each
user, in order to have enough detections to properly recognize behaviors and habits,
since a lower number of days might not emphasize locations with high frequency and/or
intensity.
Of course, a key difference between these two preliminary evaluation tasks is related
to the users’ knowledge about the datasets. In the in-house case each user evaluated
the performance of the algorithms on its own data, being in the perfect condition to
establish the ground truth. Instead, in the GeoLife case there was no ground truth about
PPOIs available in the database, and our users were not acquainted with the Chinese
regions of GeoLife. However, in each case users had the same skill and knowledge level
in identifying the potential important places.
We implemented a set of algorithms to check what issues affect them. In particular
we compare approaches with static and dynamics methodologies, with contextual in-
formation from the related positions and form different sensors, in order to study what
contextual information could provide more benefits, and, on the other hand, what is
not relevant. The first, named G, is a static approach based on the grid method de-
scribed in [50], useful to see how the boundary problem affects the results on dataset
with movements from different user behaviors and habits. The second one is based on
a dynamic approach and only space threshold, exploiting context only to get objects
distances, named S, as described in [52]. We have also implemented the T and V ver-
sions of threshold-based algorithms, since they have been often used in literature, even
recently [50, 66, 88, 110], and they exploit more contextual information, such as, time
and speed between couples of positions. Moreover, we have developed further versions
of the latter algorithms with more parameters as thresholds and more data exploited
as contextual enrichment, such as acceleration, and heading change, named A and H,
respectively (like in [15, 107]), to see how the addition of parameters affects the PPOIs
categorization.
We have run all algorithms to see the results on our datasets and make some con-
siderations about the issues explained in Section 7.1.2. Observations on results showed
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that:
• the static approach, namely the grid-based clustering, got variable performance
due to different types of movement that need different cell sizes (P1a, P1b):
– smaller cells allow us to recognize the right SPs, but adding a lot of false SPs;
– larger cells generate the right number of SPs, but with wrong locations since
the centroid is taken as the mean of all points in the cell;
• dynamic approaches with contextual enrichment fit well any type of movements
readings;
• generally, to add new thresholds based on new parameters and new data from the
context helped to discard false stay points;
• acceleration seems to be a too strict parameter, since too many points are dis-
carded;
• heading change gives a low contribution to PPOIs categorization, anyway it helps
to improve the precision of the importance recognition process;
• the segmentation problem (P2) is still present;
• to use fixed thresholds does not allows us to always have a perfect setup for all
situations, due to the different types of movements (P3a, P3b);
• generally, the preliminary experiment encourages us to adopt dynamic approaches
exploiting contextual enrichment with an automatic thresholds computation method-
ology (also helping to deal with “sensitive” parameters like, e.g., acceleration).
Figure 7.8: Preliminary experiment: cumulative rating distribution for all algorithms
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Table 7.1: Preliminary experiment: algorithms comparison
Algorithm Average rating Precision Recall F-measure
G 2.88 0.186 0.806 0.302
S 2.19 0.026 1 0.051
T 2.19 0.041 1 0.078
V 3.11 0.138 0.846 0.238
A 1.23 0.125 0.063 0.084
H 3.15 0.160 0.835 0.269
AH 1.23 0.125 0.063 0.084
This preliminary experiment helped us to confirm how the context with additional
data as enrichment plays an important role to improve the categorization process in
all the above mentioned approaches, but some issues are still present and a further
study could be performed to discover new improvements to adopt. Figure 7.8 illustrates
the cumulative rating distribution for all the algorithms considered in the preliminary
experiment (notice that in the figure the lines for S and T algorithms coincide, the same
for A and AH). Table 7.1 shows the average ratings, precision, recall and F-measure
reported by each algorithm. We can see that, despite the higher precision and F-measure
of G w.r.t. V and H, users have preferred the latter two algorithms with better average
ratings (3.11 for V and 3.15 for H vs. 2.88 for G). This can be explained considering
that G does not discard any candidate SPs, but it simply clusterizes them. Hence, the
user can be confused looking at the representation in the map, seeing many “spurious”
points scattered around in a uniform way. Moreover, sometimes the grid-based approach
does not identify the right coordinates of important places, due to the cluster centroid
which is affected by the high number of points contained in the cell (which can be
too large). Finally we ran the Wilcoxon test in order to verify if there are significant
differences among the rating distributions got by the algorithms. The resulting p-values
appear in Table 7.2. We can observe that there are statistical significances between
several pairs of algorithms (where the p-value < 0.005). In particular, we can confirm
again that increasing the number of parameters used as thresholds by the algorithms
allow us to get a significant improvement, apart the cases of the threshold T which does
not give any contribution and the threshold H which contributes slightly.
Table 7.2: Preliminar Wilcoxon test - p-values
G S T V A H
G - - - - - -
S 2.467e-05 - - - - -
T 2.467e-05 NA - - - -
V 0.01966 1.507e-05 1.507e-05 - - -
A 4.732e-06 3.69e-06 3.69e-06 4.1e-06 - -
H 0.01073 9.044e-06 9.044e-06 1 3.586e-06 -
AH 4.732e-06 3.69e-06 3.69e-06 4.1e-06 NA 3.586e-06
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Figure 7.9: Some kind of important places positioned into the features space
7.3 Important Places Categorization System
The methodology we propose for the place categorization process is based on the discov-
ering obtained during the preliminary test, so as to continue to exploit the context with
the related data that provide additional information, but taking a further step towards
the analysis of user context to improve the categorization process.
The key contribution and novelty of our approach rely on a mapping from the phys-
ical space (determined by raw positional data) to an abstract space, called features
space. The latter allows us to consider as coordinates some features which are semanti-
cally related to users’ habits and behaviors. To achieve this goal the context and data
enrichment phase play an important role providing the new information which allow
us to better understand new properties that characterize a place. Figure 7.9 shows an
example of how places can be positioned in our features space, where the importance is
defined by these new dimensions. The icons indicates some kind of common places, such
as home, office, bar, mall and fuel station, but also a park, a travel to a city, or a visit
to a museum. From a pragmatic point of view places represented in this space allow one
to infer some similarities among them. In the example it is possibile to see how they
may be related according to a couple of features. For instance, a bar and a fuel station
have low values on area dimension and intensity but they differ in frequency. Or, home
and bar may have the same area dimension and the same frequency, but people spend
a different amount of time in those locations.
Thus, we can provide a deeper and more meaningful representation of PPOIs: for
instance, in the following we will see how we can observe if a place is repeatedly visited
or if it is visited several times during a longer period, but not with a sufficient intensity
to be taken into consideration by previous techniques (this can be the case of, e.g.,
rendez-vous points, newsstands, bus stops etc.).
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Our approach for PPOIs categorization consists in a method that analyzes a dataset
of user movements readings, regardless of the type of technology used for tracking, even
without any help from external knowledge sources. A point in the dataset just needs
to be described by a set of coordinates to identify the location into a space, and a
timestamp to understand the temporal order of detected points. On this basis it is
possible to work on datasets with data gathered with various technologies, for instance
WiFi triangulation inside a building, such as a mall or a museum, or by using a GPS
for outdoor movements.
More precisely, we rely on a dynamic approach which analyzes user movements point
by point, exploiting other points in the context, to identify stay points by checking
thresholds, as described in Section 7.1. In this way we get a set of Candidate Important
Places, due to the nature of user stay points which represent possible locations with
particular meaning for the user. In more details, our approach is organized in two main
steps, with a preliminary phase consisting in defining the values of the thresholds to
use (based on the tracked user activity) as follows: the first one exploits a stay point
computation algorithm to get a set of candidate important places; then the second step
applies our feature-based technique to properly select the most important places for the
current analyzed user. These steps are described in full details in the following sections.
We conclude this paragraph noticing that intensity, frequency or other similar fea-
tures have already been taken into account in the literature. For instance, in [22] Chon
et al. propose to combine external knowledge from crowdsourcing and social networks
data, to automatically provide places with a meaningful name or a semantic meaning.
In order to carry out this goal, they consider several factors such as residence time (in-
dicating “stay behavior of users at a place tied with time-of-day”) and stay duration
(indicating “pattern of stay behavior without time-of-day”). More in general, the very
concepts of features space and feature vector have been exploited in [95], in order to
find similarities between users, starting from their location histories.
7.3.1 Preliminary Phase: Thresholds Definition
As preliminary phase, we address the threshold definition problem. As explained in
Section 7.1, there are no fixed values for thresholds that fit perfectly for each user
and for each dataset; therefore a brief reasoning may help to understand what kind of
movements we are analyzing. During our preliminary experiment (see Section 7.2) we
observed that changing the speed threshold highly affected the results for users with
different use of the vehicles and transportation mode, and even the acceleration and
heading change are strictly related to how users move routinely. Therefore, we define
a method for extracting a good set of values for these three thresholds. We run a
scan on the dataset in order to get information about the three parameters described
above, paying attention on the median of non-zero values of speed, acceleration and
heading change between each couple of points. This choice stems from the considerations
discussed in Section 7.1; indeed we observe that the median of all speeds reached by the
analyzed user, may be a good value to identify when user changes behavior. We adopt
the same consideration for acceleration and heading change, in order to have a set of
thresholds to use in the next step to build algorithm variants for comparison purposes.
About distance and time we keep the thresholds fixed. We set the distance threshold
dT equal to 50 meters, and time threshold tT equal to 50 seconds. These are param-
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eters set empirically, by observing a sample of user movements during the preliminary
experiment (see Section 7.2), where we noticed that they do not strongly affect the stay
points identification.
7.3.2 Step 1: Stay Points Computation
As second step we identify the user stay points, by using a dynamic approach which
consists in a scan of all points in the dataset, in order to simulate and reproduce the
movement, and exploits data in the context with thresholds based on some parameters to
understand user behavior and recognize when and where users move or remain stationary
in a location. To make possible a proper evaluation of our method, we implement several
solutions of this dynamic and contextual approach; in particular, we want to compare
earlier methods based just on space and/or time to others that also exploit speed,
acceleration and/or heading change, as additional data to exploit from related points in
the context. By observing the results of our preliminary experiment (see Section 7.2),
we notice that space and time are not sufficient to properly determine the right set of
stay points, and also other related works take into account other parameters [15, 107].
Moreover, acceleration and heading change were too strict as parameters of selections,
in our heterogeneous dataset, and they have led the algorithm to discard too many stay
points. Based on these observations, we chose to use space, time and speed parameters
as thresholds for the stay point computation module. More formally, during the analysis
of a point pi and a point pj , i.e. the next one in the user trajectory, we add the point pi
to the list of candidates for the stay point computation if one or more of the following
constraints are satisfied:
distance(pi, pj) ≤ dT
timeDiff (pi, pj) ≤ tT
speed(pi, pj) ≤ sT
(7.1)
During the computation we may also take into account the accuracy of coordinates
detected during the movement tracking process. If the analyzed dataset provides the
accuracy values for each point reading, it is possible to improve the parameters com-
putation between two points. For instance, if we use a dataset with data gathered by
using a GPS, we can discard coordinates with very low accuracy, in order to avoid weird
values due to detection errors, or even we can exploit the instant speed detection, if the
accuracy is good enough to make the value reliable. On this basis, our method checks
the presence of the accuracy parameter into each entry of the dataset in order to exploit
it for discarding data with low reliability, and to use the instant speed, if detected. If
the dataset provides this additional information, we keep only data with accuracy ≤ 30
meters1, in order to avoid errors in distance computation and user speed analysis, due
to problems with point data acquisition. For the speed computation we also take into
account the instant speed as follows:
speed(pi, pj) =
{
segSpeed(pi,pj)+iSpeed(pi,pj)
2 pj .acc ≤ 10
segSpeed(pi, pj) otherwise,
(7.2)
1accuracy ≤ 30 is a parameter set empirically, by observing the raw data.
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where pj .acc
2 is the GPS accuracy value for that specific detection, iSpeed(pi, pj) is
the average value of instantaneous speed detected by the GPS in points pi and pj ,
and segSpeed(pi, pj) is the average speed from the point pi to the point pj in the user
trajectory, i.e. the space segment pipj .
If speed(pi, pj) is above the speed threshold, the user might be moving, thus we
update the point scanning with i = j, in order to discard locations which could not be
appropriate stay points. Otherwise, if user has low speed, we keep fixed pi and perform
a scan over the next points pi+k, with 1 ≤ k ≤ (n − 1), in order to detect locations
to add to the list of candidates for the stay point recognition, focusing on distance
and time thresholds, but also keeping checked the speed for the scan update. When
the speed threshold is exceeded again, the list of candidates is processed in order to
compute a Mean Stay Point, and the scan can continue with the next points. With
this methodology we exploit the context related to the currently analyzed object in
a dynamic way and under multiple point of views based on the chosen parameters to
monitor. The context wideness is not fixed and it grows up until the thresholds will
be not exceeded. In this way the context has been dynamically explored. Algorithm 2
illustrates the stay points computation process in detail.
Algorithm 2 SPs computation
Input: A set of user movement readings P = {p0, p1, ..., pn}, a distance threshold dT , a time threshold tT ,
and a speed threshold sT
Output: A set of SPs SP
1: i, j = 0; n = |P |; q = newPoint
2: CP = {p0} I list of candidate points
3: SP = {} I final list of SPs
4: while i < n do
5: j = i + 1
6: while j < n do I pi, pj ∈ P
7: if dist(pi, pj)>dT & time(pi, pj)>tT & speed(pi, pj)>sT then
8: q.coord = meanCoordInCP() I ∀pk|i ≤ k < j
9: q.arrivalTime = pi.time
10: q.leaveTime = pj .time
11: SP.insert(q)
12: i = j
13: CP = {pj}
14: break
15: else
16: if speed(pi, pj) ≤ sT then
17: CP.insert(pj)
18: end if
19: j = j + 1
20: end if
21: end while
22: end while
23: return SP
With the same methods described in the algorithm for the thresholds definition and
in Algorithm 2 we implemented several versions of the stay point computation algorithm
based on different thresholds, in order to compare the performance and understand what
are the most useful set of thresholds for user behavior analysis. Table 7.3 shows all
variants implemented for the comparison and evaluation process.
2pj .acc ≤ 10 is a parameter set empirically, by observing a set of GPS detections in several signal
acquisition conditions.
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Table 7.3: Stay points computation algorithms variants
Algo name Thresholds
S space
T space, time
V space, time, speed
A space, time, speed, acceleration
H space, time, speed, heading change
AH space, time, speed, acceleration, heading change
7.3.3 Step 2: Places Categorization through Importance Recog-
nition
The main idea inspiring this step of our method is to map physical locations to an
abstract space defined by a set of features more semantically related to users’ habits
and behaviours. For instance, a candidate feature is the frequency of visits, since users
tend to behave similarly in everyday’s life. Thus, in order to define a procedure for the
important places recognition, it is useful to observe users’ movements across a period
of time longer than a single day3. In other words we want to explore the possibility of
superimposing the locations visited by user several times in order to extract additional
semantic information, and possibly refining the results of the previous phase. Hence, to
implement such strategy, we consider new parameters to describe locations, alongside
latitude, longitude and timestamp, that may help to improve the recognition process.
First, we modeled the user movements readings into a three-dimensional space where
a point is described by the three original raw data gathered by sensors (latitude, lon-
gitude and timestamp), in order to have a distribution of points into this space that
reproduces the original user movements (see Figure 7.10 (left)). We observed how the
data is divided into groups, nearly in layers, which approximately represent the days
when user performed the activity. Therefore this aspect makes possible further analy-
sis and helps to get more information form each place exploiting the context in which
they are located. In this model the time component, combined with the other spatial
components, plays an important role as contextual parameter, since it allows us to iden-
tify the relationships among locations in terms of repeated visits during the analyzed
days. On this basis we define a set of three features to describe each important place
(PPOI) as a vector PPOI = 〈A, I, F 〉, where A, the Area of the PPOI, is a value which
indicates the diagonal extension of the rectangular region that spans over all points
involved in the stay point computation. As explained in Section 7.1, when users visit
locations tend to not stay perfectly stationary, but to move around a delimited area.
We also keep the set of physical coordinates which describe it, in order to also represent
it graphically for user-testing purposes, and for checking potential overlaps. The feature
I, the PPOI Intensity, is a value which indicates how many times the user position
has been detected inside the PPOI’s area. Finally, the feature F , the PPOI Frequency,
indicates how many times that location has been visited by the user, thus a parameter
that increments its value each time the user came back for another visit in that place.
3Otherwise, activities of a single day may escape from the usual routine and could easily hinder the
recognition process.
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Figure 7.10: The feature-based approach that moves places into the feature space
Formally, we have the following map (PhysSpaceSP is the physical space and FeatSpaceSP
is the features space):
feature : PhysSpaceSP −→ FeatSpaceSP
feature :
〈sp.latitude,
sp.longitude,
sp.timestamp〉
7−→
〈sp.Area,
sp.Intensity ,
sp.Frequency〉
Figure 7.10 shows how we model movements data into the three-dimensional space,
defined by latitude, longitude and timestamp, and how we map stay points from the
physical space to the features space based on the new three dimensions A, I and F .
This feature-based approach, with the help of contextual enrichment, makes possible
a refinement step to emphasize locations visited intensively and/or repeatedly, and also
to filter out the false stay points that the previous phase was not able to discard. In this
phase we first analyze the SPs computed during the previous step, in order to calculate
the stay point area A based on the detections involved in the stay point computation.
Then we extract the number of detections inside that area to compute the value of I,
and get the PPOI intensity, and we also set the frequency of each SP to 1 as initial
value. With all SPs described into our features space we can analyze both the A and
I distribution over the entire dataset, in order to better understand user behavior and
define new thresholds that may help to filter out some places not important for that
user. We set an area threshold aT equal to 3 km to run a pre-filtering process which
discards SPs with diagonal area ≥ 3 kilometers4. This operation helps to identify the
kind of false stay points described in Section 7.1 as problems P3a and P3b, where a
wrong threshold set may cause SPs generated by detections that span over a wide space.
We also observed how a different use of vehicles and mode of transportation generate
different density of detections, with the consequence of having higher I values for users
that usually move slower. This issue led us to define an intensity threshold iT in order to
discard SPs with I too low in proportion to the values obtained in the rest of the dataset.
4aT ≥ 3 is a parameter set empirically, by observing user movements during our preliminary exper-
iment described in Section 7.2.
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Moreover, with particular attention on the I values of adjacent SPs to recognize where
the segmentation problem may have occurred (see Section 7.1). On this basis, we define
the intensity threshold iT = max3consec(intensities), where intensities is the array
with all intensity values of each SP, and the method max3consec returns the maximum
value of intensity that in the SPs sequence is present at least three times in a row (up to
some tolerance threshold for dealing with measurement errors and small deviations5 from
the maximum value). This technique helps us to recognize where the user is moving, and
also where he is generating the same intensity values. By selecting the maximum value,
we can discard the false stay points induced by the scenario described in the conceptual
problem P2. Moreover, automatically computing the intensity threshold as previously
described, we avoid locations where users stopped just once and for an amount of time
not so remarkable as the time spent in home, office, supermarket, etc. Such places may
be intersections with traffic lights which block vehicles for a long time, traffic-clogged
streets, or rail crossings. Based on these two thresholds we run a pre-filtering process,
to have a more accurate subset of SPs and proceed to take into account the frequency
of visits.
By analyzing SPs under the time point of view, it is possible to observe how the
temporal context represents a region where the SPs present might be the same place
visited in different day or moment, due to the user routine. Using the same visualization
depicted in Figure 7.10 we can “flatten” the representation of SPs with related areas
with raw points in order to analyze how close they are. It is reasonable to assume that
if two SPs have a considerable amount of area in common they could be considered the
same place, and therefore visited two times. The use of this additional information from
the SP’s surrounding area allows us to enrich the SP with new knowledge regarding
the new feature we are interested in. On this basis, by analyzing SPs sequentially it
is possible to check if their areas overlap with other ones very close, in order to get
information about locations visited repeatedly. If the areas of two locations overlap
with an intersection region ≥ 50%6 of one of the current analyzed areas, they may be
considered to represent the same place. In Figure 7.11 it is possible to see an example
of two visits on the same geographic area where for the locations a and b there are very
similar detections on both days, therefore they represent the same important place. In
that case the intensity values will be summed, the area will be their union, and the
frequency will get a value equal to 2 because of the number of visits. Otherwise, the
locations c and d have detections with an area overlap < 50%, therefore they will be
considered as two separated places. After this filtering step, we repeat the process
of merging areas several times until we get just separated regions, which identify our
important places. As final phase, we run again the filtering process in order to clean out
PPOIs that may have been generated with too large areas. All phases of our method
named AIF are illustrated in Algorithm 3.
5For instance, the user slightly changes speed while driving along a highway.
6overlap ≥ 50% is a parameter set empirically, by observing user movements during the preliminary
experiment.
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Algorithm 3 AIF computation
Input: A set of user stay points SP = {sp1, sp2, ..., spn}
Output: A set of important places PPOI
1: aT, iT, fT = 0; q = newPoint
2: areas, intensities = {} I arrays with all values
3: PPOI = {} I final list of important places
4: for spi in SP do I pre-filtering
5: insertInAreas(spi.computeArea())
6: insertInIntensities(spi.computeIntensity())
7: spi.freq = 1
8: end for
9: aT = 3 I empirically set to remove SPs with area diagonal > 3 km
10: iT = max3consec(intensities) I the maximum value repeated at least three times in a row
11: PPOI = preFiltering(SP, aT, iT, areas, intensities)
12: overlaps = true I to check overlaps during the points scan
13: while overlaps == true do I points merging
14: overlaps = false
15: for pi in PPOI do
16: for pj in PPOI \ {pi} do
17: if overlap(pi, pj) then
18: overlaps = true
19: q.area = mergePointsAreas(pi.area, pj .area) I A
20: q.intensity = pi.intensity + pj .intensity I I
21: q.frequency = pi.frequency + pj .frequency I F
22: PPOI.add(q)
23: PPOI.remove(pi, pj)
24: break
25: end if
26: end for
27: if overlaps == true then
28: break
29: end if
30: end for
31: end while
32: for pi in PPOI do I post-filtering
33: PPOI = postF iltering(PPOI, aT, iT, areas, intensities)
34: end for
35: return PPOI
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Figure 7.11: Example of overlapping activities
7.4 Experimental Evaluation
7.4.1 Experimental Design
To evaluate several approaches to important places categorization, and to benchmark
our proposed solution with related contextual enrichment effectiveness, we run a set of
algorithms over the GeoLife dataset. We implemented the set of threshold-based algo-
rithms described in Section 7.2, to make possible a comparison among the approaches
used in the literature. As final algorithm, we have implemented our solution AIF, as
defined in Section 7.3.3, to compare it to the other approaches. Several other approaches
in literature rely on users movements data obtained by using platforms or services which
allow users to track specific positions, therefore not a set of raw data which represent the
real complete movements. On this basis, this evaluation aims at comparing approaches
which make only use of raw positional data, not affected by particular places tracked,
or other information from other user activities.
We have selected a sample of 16 people to evaluate the results, distributed as follows:
• 62% men, 38% women (all Italians);
• 62% with age between 21 and 30, 38% more than 30;
• 88% with very good familiarity with smartphones;
• 56% with intensive use of map services, 25% with intermediate use and 19% oc-
casional user;
As in the preliminary experiment, all of them were not familiar with the geographic
regions in GeoLife, due to the different nationality: GeoLife data have been collected in
China, while our participants were Italians. Since the GeoLife dataset does not contain
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information about PPOIs, we asked all participants to indicate the most important
places in order to build a Ground Truth to then evaluate the place categorization process.
This fact yielded the positive effect that all the participants had the same skill and
knowledge level in identifying the potential important places. We have defined a test
protocol providing detailed instructions to participants so as to guide them during the
PPOIs indication for the Ground Truth, and then for the evaluation, also providing
information about the aspects to take into consideration. We have implemented a testing
tool for them to show on a map some randomly selected sets of GPS detections form
GeoLife dataset, with attention on choosing at least 4 consecutive days of movements
readings. The participants had available a heatmap to better understand the original
user movement and properly indicate PPOIs, and then evaluate the places categorized
by the algorithms, showed as pins on the map. Each of the 16 users interacts with 4
maps, randomly extracted from a pool of 16 we selected for the experiment, in order
to have a final evaluation composed of 4 different tasks for each map. During the
evaluation of place categorization, the tool displays sequentially and randomly maps
with pins computed by one of the algorithms previously described, in order to make not
clear to participants how to associate the algorithms with the corresponding suggestions.
This is a precaution to not affect them with clues during the test. During an evaluation
a number between 1 and 5 indicates how they judge the overall PPOIs categorization.
The meanings of the rate values are the following:
1 - SPs retrieved ≤ 20%;
2 - SPs retrieved > 20% and ≤ 50% or a very high number of false SPs;
3 - SPs retrieved > 50% and ≤ 80% or > 80%, but with an high number of false SPs;
4 - SPs retrieved > 80% and ≤ 90% and zero or a very low number of false SPs;
5 - SPs retrieved > 90% and zero or a very low number of false SPs.
Moreover, they were requested to indicate which pins properly represent PPOIs visited
during the tracked activity, and also how many have been missed. To evaluate the results
we used the participants judgments to compare the important places provided by the
algorithms with the ones indicated as Ground Truth. We calculated some standard IR
metrics, such as Precision, Recall and F-measure, (i.e., the harmonic mean of Precision
and Recall) of each algorithm, in order to measure the aspects we are interested in. We
want to analyze how many important places are properly categorized, how many are
missed by the systems, and a overall evaluation of the performance; on this basis the
three adopted metrics fit for the purpose.
7.4.2 Results
Results are reported in Figure 7.12 and Table 7.4. The figure shows the cumulative
distribution of the ratings obtained by each approach; the table shows, besides the
average rating for each algorithm, also its Precision, Recall, and F-measure. The rating
distribution and the average ratings show how the S algorithm obtained many 1-value
ratings, due to the low filtering that it applies with the single threshold approach, thus
getting a mean rate equal to 1.16; the T solution has been evaluated slightly better
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but most of rates still remains low; the adding of speed improved the performance as
we expected; the A algorithm instead has worsened the identification process due to
the acceleration parameter which has made too strict the PPOIs recognition process; H,
based on the heading change parameter, obtained a good performance but also a minimal
improvement over V ; the algorithm AH has been penalized by the use of acceleration;
finally, our proposed method AIF collected a lot of positive evaluations, obtaining a
mean rate equal to 3.59, the highest score among all the compared algorithms.
Figure 7.12: Cumulative rating distribution for all algorithms for important places iden-
tification
Table 7.4: Algorithms comparison
Algorithm Average rating Precision Recall F-measure
S 1.16 0.004 0.992 0.007
T 1.94 0.009 0.992 0.019
V 3.06 0.126 0.657 0.211
A 1.81 0.286 0.217 0.247
H 3.11 0.131 0.657 0.219
AH 1.67 0.172 0.161 0.166
AIF 3.59 0.370 0.606 0.459
The simpler methods, such as S and T , got the higher Recall values but with Preci-
sion very low, due to the filtering process that discards few false stay points, and provides
a final set of PPOIs not so much different from the original set of movements readings.
By adding more sensors’ data from the context, and thus increasing the enrichment, the
identification process improved, providing more accurate set of PPOIs. Moreover, the
introduction of an automatic threshold algorithm computation has further improved the
results. V and H solution increased the Precision, also keeping good Recall values. But
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the use of acceleration has reduced a lot the Precision of algorithms A and AH, obtain-
ing very low performance in every aspect. The AIF solution has proven to be the most
accurate method, with the highest Precision and a good Recall, obtaining a good overall
evaluation with the highest F-measure. The results confirm how AIF has improved the
PPOIs categorization process by providing few false stay points, and guaranteeing not to
lose too many important locations. Moreover, it provides a less confusing visualization
on the map, and it is less affected by the type of users’ movements. The context played
a crucial role in this study, where space and time are the principal characterizations of
user movements, and the enrichment phase results to be very important both in the two
steps of our approach. During the first step the analysis of related locations led us to
obtain a better SPs identification, then in the second step, the context and the data
enrichment have been the key elements for achieving the goal we have set to overcome
the problem stated.
7.4.3 Statistical Significance
Moreover, we have run a statistical test to determine whether there are any significant
differences between the means of ratings got by the algorithms. Due to the nature of
the data with non-normal distribution we run the Wilcoxon test in order to verify if
datasets have significant differences.
Table 7.5: Wilcoxon test - p-values
S T V A H AH
S - - - - - -
T 1.6e-12 - - - - -
V 1.415e-13 6.343e-14 - - - -
A 4.623e-07 0.1731 2.778e-11 - - -
H 1.109e-13 1.364e-13 0.1489 1.903e-11 - -
AH 2.928e-06 0.004182 5.605e-12 0.003353 5.251e-12 -
AIF 1.317e-12 1.086e-12 5.844e-09 1.364e-13 2.752e-08 1.107e-13
Table 7.5 shows all the resulting p-values for each couple of algorithms to compare.
We can observe that the most of them got very low p-value, lower than the standard
Wilcoxon threshold 0.05. Therefore, this output indicates a statistically significant
difference between means, and consequently a relevant improvement in performance for
those algorithms. It is possible to notice how the low performances of T and A are
not statistically different. Finally, the use of the heading change threshold did not
bring a significant improvement when used in algorithm V , and it provided only a small
noticeable improvement when used in algorithm A.
7.4.4 Final Remarks and Discussions on User Movements Anal-
ysis
In this section we want to remark the main results and the most important discoveries
obtained with our experiments on user movements, in order to have an overview of our
studies which allow us to stimulate discussions and new observations. In Table 7.6 we
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summarize all experiments on user movements listing the subject involed, the aims, the
datasets used, and finally the results and observations.
Preliminary Experiment: The first experiment let us to obtain an overview of the
compared algorithms performance. The grid-based algorithm (G) suffered of the bound-
ary problem, due to the different cell sizes which are not well suited for every case. It
got low Precision, good Recall, but the main problem was related to the low ratings ob-
tained by users who found it confusing in providing PPOIs. The Dynamic approaches
S, T, and V resulted to be better as the number, and different kind, of additional data
has been provided. V got the highest ratings among the three, Precision slightly higher,
but lower Recall, due to filtering process which rewards the point cleaning phase at
the expense of retrieving an high number of them. This fact confirms the enrichment
effectiveness and how useful is to add more types of data. Acceleration (A) proved to be
too strict, indeed it worsened the results when used in A and AH. The heading change
resulted to be a useful additional parameter, but providing just a little improvement.
Therefore it is reasonable to select a proper set of parameters to keep based on the task
needs.
Extended Experiment: The second experiment aimed to compare the algorithms
used in the preliminary one to our proposed approach AIF. S, T, and V confirmed again
the effectiveness to have a dynamic approach with contextual information to use and
data enrichment. Again, the use of multiple data types helped to raise up the final
ratings obtained. The context analysis allowed us to get a better set of PPOIs which
also made less confusing the evaluation for users. Acceleration remains too strict, and
Heading change with a low contribution. Our proposed method AIF outperforms other
methodologies in every metric: it got best ratings, higher P and R. The results confirmed
how AIF provided a better set of PPOIs with few false points, and guaranteeing not to
lose important places.
In general the enrichment process on user movements resulted to be a useful phase to
improve the categorization process. The analysis of the context, with data of different
nature, emphasized how new features could be extracted, in order to describe user
movements under different points of view. The feature based approach allowed us to have
a more social description of what places represent for users related to their daily routine.
The study we presented highlighted how the use of data from different sensors not always
contribute to improve the results; indeed the acceleration resulted to be a data type to
avoid. Even in combinations with others does not provide useful information, lowering
the performance. Moreover, the contextual data represented the elements that allowed
us to make a step further toward a social analysis, and this seems the right direction
to follow to improve user models with information more semantically related to users
activities. Differently than other solutions proposed in literature, our categorization
approach does not rely on positions tracked by users using particular services, therefore
this fact makes the proposed approach flexible and suitable to be embedded in any
real applications. Moreover, it is not limited to users but it could be also adopted for
tracking vehicles and object, making the system ready to use for different purposes.
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Table 7.6: Overview of experiments results on User Movements.
Experiment Subject Analysis Results Observations
Preliminary Grid (G) Static approach based on grid. Got variable performance due to Smaller cells get right SPs, lot of false SPs.
(Datasets: Boundary problem different types of movements Larger cells get right SPs, wrong locations.
in-house Space (S) Dynamic approach with Low average rating, Dynamic better than Static.
and only space data high R but very low P. too few data to have good P.
GeoLife) Time (T) Dynamic approach with Low average rating, Dynamic better than Static.
space and time data high R but very low P. too few data to have good P.
Speed (V) Dynamic approach with Higher average rating, Enough data to get
space, time, and speed data higher P and R. good performance.
Acceleration (A) Dynamic approach with Low average rating, Accel. is too strict,
space, time, speed, and accel. data lower P and very low R. too many points discarded.
Heading (H) Dynamic approach with Average rating a little higher than V, Heading gives low contribution
space, time, speed, and heading data P and R a little higher than V
Accel. and Dynamic approach with Low average rating, Accel. is too strict,
Heading (AH) all previous sensors data lower P and very low R. It cancels Heading benefits.
Extended Space (S) Static approach based on grid. Variable performance, Low filtering applied.
(Dataset: only space data many 1-value ratings.
Geolife) Time (T) Dynamic approach with Slightly better than S, with high R Bad filtering.
space and time data but still low ratings and P.
Speed (V) Dynamic approach with All performance improved . Speed helps in filtering.
space, time, and speed data
Acceleration (A) Dynamic approach with Accel. worsened the general Accel. is too strict.
space, time, speed, and accel. data performance.
Heading (H) Dynamic approach with Ratings, P, and R Heading slightly helped.
space, time, speed, and heading data raised a little.
Accel. and Dynamic approach with Accel. penalized performance.
Heading (AH) all sensors data
Area, Intensity, and Feature based approach with Highest scores for ratings, Most accurate method thanks
and Frequency (AIF) Area, Intensity, and Frequency P and R. to few false SPs, higher P and R.
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IV
Conclusions

8
Final Remarks and Discussion
In this dissertation we presented a study on the impact and effectiveness of data en-
richment in systems which aim to analyze user generated data. In this final chapter
we summarize our research, pointing out the main achievements with final remarks and
discussions on both studies (short texts and user movements), and finally we present
some future research directions.
8.1 Research Summary
In the first part of this dissertation, we introduced in Chapter 2 the concept which led us
to design our studies on the effectiveness of data enrichment on the two analyzed fields:
short texts and user movements. We described how we can place users contents in a
geometric space to represent their relationships using context, distances, and comparing
their properties. We highlighted how this concept models users’ objects, and also the
studies of enrichment effectiveness we focus on, allowing us to analyze and exploit the
related objects in the context under several points of view, in terms of quantity, dis-
tance, and properties. Moreover, in the first part we provided a general state of the art
of research work related to the two analyzed fields. We provided a general perspective
on studies on short texts in Chapter 3, in particular regarding short texts categoriza-
tion, enrichment, short texts and external knowledge, short texts and news, and short
texts for user modeling. Then we presented research works related to user movements
in Chapter 4, by focusing on trajectories modeling, highlighting recent interests in more
user-oriented methodologies, to analyze social habits and behaviors. We described social
approaches used to extract new semantic knowledge, showing how it is possible to com-
bine literature about the study of trajectories and the one related to studies on social
habits and behaviors, as further step on trajectory modeling. We illustrated studies on
human mobility, place categorization with emphasis on importance recognition.
In the second part of the dissertation, we present the first case study: the short text
analysis, and related reasoning about data enrichment use and effectiveness evaluation.
We introduced our novel approach to enrich short texts with a new set of words extracted
from documents of the same temporal context, then we presented in details all the
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experiments we designed to extensively study the data enrichment effectiveness and
properties. The first group of experiments, focused on different enrichment strategies,
aimed to analyze No-enrichment, Append, and Merge alternatives, which differed in
how they used the additional data. We highlighted how merging data resulted the
best approach due to the terms cleaning phase which removes noise. Going deeper,
the cut-off experiment confirmed the benefits obtained using dynamic approach, which
keeps a limited set of terms with a cardinality dynamically computed. The second
group of experiments was based on the properties of data used as enrichment. We
analyzed a set of five characteristics of the datasets, namely, Volume, Variety, Type,
Structure and Freshness, to study their impact on the results, and how we can setup the
enrichment phase in order to maximize the performance. The extensive study conducted
has revealed that as enrichment source it is recommended to have a dataset with high
documents volume, high variety, but better with news documents, and possibly fresh.
This issue does not allow us to have the perfect setup, because having only fresh news
implies lower volume and vice versa, therefore the system has to be configured according
to the needs. Moreover, in the second part we introduced in Chapter 6, a method for
computing user similarity. Exploiting the text enrichment methodologies presented in
Chapter 5, we built a model based on a network representing the semantic relationships
between the words occurring in the same tweet and the related topics. This study led
the data enrichment analysis a step further, evaluating its effectiveness on a set of short
texts, not only one or once a time, which represent user interests. We concluded that
chapter presenting a preliminary experimental evaluation on a limited dataset which
confirmed again the effectiveness of the enriched data. The resulting model appeared
richer, with more information about users. The use of network and related centralities
emphasized similarities where we expected, better than using a simple count, and also
providing additional information to better understand what users have in common, even
under several point of views.
We dedicated the third part of this dissertation to the second case study: the user
movements analysis, with investigations on the role and effectiveness of data enrichment
and context. We introduced a novel approach in Chapter 7 to address the problem of
places categorization. The use of contextual data to enrich the user locations, resulted to
be a useful methodology which helped to identify the important places visited by users
during their daily routines. The proposed approach has been presented in two steps
to describe first the identification of stay points and then the recognition of locations
importance to categorize places. A feature space has been presented as model to map
places and to represent them with new dimensions, such as, the area underlying the stay
point, its intensity and its frequency. We compared several algorithms which exploited
different data from different sensors. The use of space, time, and speed combined values
as enrichment helped in raising the places categorization performance. On the other
hand, acceleration worsened the categorization, and heading change provided a minimal
improvement; therefore, we preferred not to use those data. The proposed approach
based on context and data enrichment, namely AIF, obtained the major number of
positive evaluations and the highest mean rate among all the compared algorithms.
The results obtained in all our studies and experiments confirmed the effectiveness
of data enrichment process and provided useful information on how to enrich the data,
with details on quantities, distances and properties. Moreover, the context played an
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important role in providing the right related data to use, and allowing us to analyze dif-
ferent portions of surrounding regions, with related effects on the systems. We conclude
the research summary listing the main contributions of this thesis as follows:
• a new methodology and a system to categorize short text exploiting contextual
enrichment and external knowledge;
• an extensive study on text data enrichment with reasoning about enrichment
strategies and data properties more suitable for that purpose;
• a new network-based user model to compute similarities, which exploits data en-
richment and network centralities;
• a new approach for places categorization through importance recognition, which
exploits contextual data to enrich user locations;
• a study of user movements data enrichment with reasoning about data type suit-
able for enrichment and context wideness with distances.
8.2 Final Considerations
With our research work we provided an extensive study on data enrichment with details
on how to properly apply that process with an efficient methodology, and also with
a sort of guide on how several documents properties impact the results of categoriza-
tion. This work allow us to have information about how to improve the categorization
processes in the two analyzed domains which represent two important aspects of users
daily routines, and led us to study their behavior and habits. In literature there is no
extensive studies on enrichment process and in particular on these two domains; also
other works which address this topic are not completely flexible. Some of those rely on
pre-defined structures, others on some peculiarity of social platforms from which they
extract data, or they exploit hyperlinks, hashtags or other textual elements.
In this work we also designed and developed new approches and prototype systems
for short texts and places categorization, with the aim to be as flexible as possible and
not dependent on any structure. This fact makes possibile to continue these studies
in order to achieve real applications and systems to include in mobile devices. It will
allow us to run further studies on larger datasets produced by larger user communities.
Moreover, with a complete tracking systems which analyzes data on both domains it
will be possibile to find relationships between what users posts and the places they visit,
in order to expand the concept of context and to take a step further to the enrichment
process cross-domain.
8.3 Future Research Directions
The contextual data enrichment resulted to be, on both studies, a powerful tool to im-
prove the effectiveness of systems in which user generated data are involved. The context
analysis and the enrichment phase design have a large scope and we have obviously not
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addressed all the relevant issues. In this section we present some future directions and
we discuss some issues that deserve further investigation.
To take our studies a step forward we can first expand the experiments on text
enrichment in order to analyze other properties, in particular more document types and
from different sources. We plan to carry on further experiments using articles written
not only on online newspapers, but also research reports, scholarly articles, tech articles,
etc. We can also further investigate on sources and their properties in order to study
the different impact they may have. The nature of a document included into a dataset
might be dependent on certain dataset “meta-characteristics” such as what kind of users
generated the documents, indeed they could be general users or specifically selected users
specialized and skilled in a particular field; what kind of format has the source, indeed
for instance a forum website contains documents with a structure and a number of words
different than a blog or a social network, etc. Another interesting future work could be
to run all the experiments we designed on short texts in different languages. It would
allow us to study if there is a different impact of enrichment with languages particularly
simple or with complex grammars and large vocabulary. The short texts analyzed in
these studies have been extracted from Twitter at this stage, but in the future we plan
to test other kinds of short texts, such as instant chat messages, mobile text messages,
posts on Facebook, and online comments on eCommerce websites. The context and
enrichment phase could affect the categorization process in different ways and diverse
text types might need different settings. The user model, built exploiting enriched short
texts, will be extended with multilanguage support to test cross-language similarities
and we plan to run a complete evaluation on larger texts and users datasets.
Regarding user movements, we want to analyze different features to use as place
representation, in order to further study the context related to each visited place and
find new data to exploit to improve the place categorization process. We want to analyze
user movements types, and study how the context and data enrichment could help in
discovering information about what vehicles people use. Moreover, we plan to address
the problem related to categorization of places co-located inside the same building, or
within a small area, which have to be considered as separated entities. To follow the
design of our study of short texts, we plan to continue the study of user movements
with a user model also in that field, to analyze the data enrichment effectiveness carried
to another level of evaluation. We will use a network-based approach to model the
relationships among important places visited by users emphasizing the daily routines
with weighted paths.
An interesting and recently addressed study is the connection between the two fields
we analyzed. Both short texts and user movements are user generated data, and in
particular they constitute the information provided by people during their daily routine,
therefore the presence of semantic relationships is an issue worth to study. Exploiting
the network-based approach we previously used we plan to build a uniform approach for
user modeling based on a multilayer network: we want to design a two layer network, in
which each layer conveys a different kind of activity, in particular texts posted on Twitter
and spatio-temporal data related to users movements. Using multiple datasets, each one
consisting of online activity and visited locations during common daily routines, we want
to explore possible interconnections and correlations between the data represented in
the two layers, and to reason about the real organization of information which represent
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users. According to our knowledge, this is a novel approach: in the literature the
attempts to interconnect short texts published on social networks and users movements
heavily rely on the georeferenced data associated to the former, whereas we also exploit
data coming from sensors of mobile devices, allowing us to model users behaviors even
when they are not interacting with social media. Hence, this model allows us to study
how distinct types of activity affect the network structure and statistical properties, in
particular concerning the degree distribution and centrality indices of the network.
Finally, it could be also interesting to look at computation performance issues to
address the problems related to embedding enrichment phases in mobile applications.
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